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Doctor Writes
of AIDS In
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Community Center Receives
IRS Tax Exempt Status
By Allen Cook

_

After three years of applications
and rejections, bureaucratic hurdles
to overcome, and lots of frustration,
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center (MGLCC) has finally
received approval of its Internal Rev—
enue tax—exempt status.
The status, termed a 501 (c)(3)
. after the statute section and para—
graph, establishes the Center as a
non—profit organization and allows
donors to deduct their contributions
from their federal income taxes. _
addition, the 50

Small Town
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn: (AP)
— Dr. Abraham Verghese says
AIDS is as real to the people living
in the hills of Appalachia as it is to
the residents of New York City‘s
high—rises.
Verghese learned that firsthand
. during his years as a physician in
Johnson City. Now he has
chronicled the years he spent as a
doctor in Johnson City in his book,
My Own Country: A Doctors Story
ofa Town and its People in the Age
of AIDS, published recently by
Simon & Schuster.
"I think a story like this set in a
small town is somehow more real
to people than when they read about
AIDS in New York," he said. " I
think everybody identifies with
small—town America."
Verghese completed his intern—
ship and residency at East Tennes—
see State University‘s James H.
that has sparked an FBI investiga—
Quillen College of Medicine. Af—
tion, phoned death threats and a dead
ter a fellowship in Boston,
dog‘s carcassleftover the mailbox
Verghese returned to Johnson
at the retreat‘s entrance.
Brenda Henson said some of the ~ City in 1985 as a staff member at
the Veterans Affairs Medical
funds from the California trip would
Center, Mountain Home, and an
be used to add more alarms, barbed
assistant professor at the college
wire fences and an emergency gen—
of medicine.
erator among other things.
April 7 trip. "Just to
By the time he left Johnson
Mississippi for Family Values,
know that you‘ve got that support _ the group opposing the camp‘s pres—
City in 1989, Verghese had 100
— we needed that."
j
ence in Ovett, has raised about
ALDSp brats, ranging from: Gay. ;

Rev. Jim Hawk, founderoftheStonewallMissionChurchinNashville,
beguestspeakerataMemphisPride,
Inc. fund—raiserMay 7atMGLCC.will
Sister spirit Founders and
Opponents Report Fund—
Raising Success
OVETT,
Miss.(AP)—The
Les—
bian
founders
ofCampSisterSpirit
say
theycollected $10,000duringa
recentfund—raisingtriptoSan
Fran—in
cisco,
money
they
plan
to
spend
part on security at the feminist re—
treat.
"Ifeel moreempowered,"retreat
co—founder
the March 31—Brenda Henson said of

headed the application process, the
application is a formidable process.
Butler said theapplication was
actually begun in 1991, but was
closed when no response was re—
ceived by the IRS for clarifying in—
formation.
Typically, when an application
for tax—exempt status is received, the
IRS requests additional information
—sometimes several times— before
it makes a determination.
A second application was filed in
August of 1993 after the Center de—
termined to establish itself AS An _d

posedto a "social" one in order to
" allows the enter to apply for spe—
gain the status.
cial postal rates and avoid state sales
Butler feels that the IRS agent
es in purchases.
e _ assgned to the MGLCC apphcatlon

on San Francisco radio stations, in
churches and at a benefit dinner held
in their honor among other activi—

C
>
group
leaders.
Currently, the fund is being used
to pay attorneys representing 11

& ‘ties. ._
nelghbors suingCamp Sister Spirit
_
mayhave
beenhomophobicor
was
_ The $10,000 came from a com— in federal courton the basis that its
g year
1993.
According to MGLCC board prejudgmg the case.
bined effort of about 30 San Fran— presence as a retreat constitutes a
member Charles Butler, who spear—
continued on page 9
cisco community organizations, nuisance. _
_
Brenda Henson said. The San Fran— _ Mississippi for Family Values
~ cisco—based Prairie Fire Organizing will hold a second fund—raiser May
State Facing
Committee was the main group 14 in downtown Ovett, Hendry said.
sponsoring the Hensons‘ visit.
The first was held in March at Glade:
, Camp Sister Spirit has been the Elementary School in rural Jones
center of local debate since Novem:— County.
ber 1993. The Hensons are convert—
"This will be real informal. It‘ll

Antl-Gay
Ballot Initiatives This Fall
By KimPress
I. MillsWriter they‘ve
put on the defensive.
Associated
Somebeenconservative
Christian
leaders are collecting signatures in
least seven states for ballotrefer—
ago,WASHINGTON(AP)—Ayear
hundreds ofthousands of Gay atendathatwouldrepealorblocklaws
peoplemarchedonthenation‘scapi— to prohibit discrimination against
.— totalshatterstereotypes
to demand equal rights,
seeking Gays and Lesbians.
of homosexu—
Someofthemeasuresgobeyond
als as strange, perverted and preda— general
references to homosexuals,
tory."Asimplematterofjustice": Gay sexuals
citingbisexuals,transvestites,trans—
and pedophiles. A measure
men and Lesbians declared as they in Washington state would ensure
demandedlegalprotectionfromdis—
that no public school student is
crimination in jobs, housing and taught
that homosexuality, bisexu—
everyday
life.
<
ality,
transsexuality
or transvestism
But
when
they
returned
home
to
are
"presented,
promoted
or ap—
America‘s heartland, many found provedaspositive,healthyorappro—
themselves the targets ofballot ini— priate behavior."
tiatives,
inspired rightsprotections
by the Christian Aninitiativein Idahowouldforce
right,to stripcivil
only adults to see
wonoverthe last25years.Andnow librariestopermit
continuedonpage27
Child _
Custody
Battles

ing a 120—acre pig farm in rural Jones
County, near Ovett, into a feminist
educational and cultural retreat.
The two have been frequently
harassed citing a mailed bomb threat

only last a couple of hours," Hendry
said. "It‘s mainly to keep people in—
formed about what is happening, but
we also plan to take donations."

Y:
the victims of a tainted blood
transfusion.
"I didn‘t realize until I left:
Johnson City how fascinatingthis
story is to everybody," Verghese
told the Johnson City Press. "I
thought it was uniquely our story,
but it really is a universal story.
"I think everybody can iden—
tify with the town and with moth—
ers, with daughters, with parents,
with pain and with heroism.
These are all features of everyday
life everywhere."
The book has been picked up
by Vintage for a paperback re—
lease, as well as a Book—of—the—
«Month Club alternate selection.

Domestlc Partners
Plan Unconstitutional
ATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta of— constltutxonal The Atlanta Journal- gia Constitution," said David J.
ficials say they will appeal to the Constitution reported.
attorney for the plaintiffs.
Georgia Supreme Court a reported The law allows city employees Myers,
If upheld, Jenrette‘s ruling would
SuperiorCourt rulingthat the city‘s and their unmarried partners to reg— kill the only remaining portion of laws
controversial domestic partners or— ister as domestic partners and receive enacted
by the City Council last sum—
dinance is unconstitutional.
city insurance benefits.
mer to give legal recognition to homo—
Judge Isaac Jenrette will not of— The judge ruled "the domestic
or unmarried heterosexual
ficially enter his written ruling until partnership ordinance was outside sexual
couples involved in longterm commit—
May, but has told attorneys for the (the city‘s) authority under the mu— ments. Mayor Bill Campbell has di—
city he has decided the law is un— nicipal home rule act and the Geor— rected
city attorneys to appeal.

*
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The Gay and Lesbian Movement of the 1990s:
From

Identity

Politics

of

Politics to the

Opinions expressed in editorials and
commentaries are those of the authors

came the first openly Gay official elected to
the San Francisco City Council and, in the pro—
cess, changed the course of history as he drew
Identity politics has fueled our marches in
together a coalition of Asian, Black, Latino,
Washington, our creative and expansive un—
and white voters; young and old voters, those
derstanding of family and community, and our
new to politics; and those with decades of ex—
life—affirming organizing against AIDS which
perience
— all of whom worked together for
has been a model for positive, realistic AIDS
broad—minded political change in that bay to
education throughout the country. Identity
the breakers city. An accurate telling of the
politics has helped to sustain the sometimes
history of community organizing in the United
flamboyant and always gutsy art, the poetry,
States would be sadly incomplete without at—
screen plays, novels, dance by Gay men and
tention to the willingness of Barney Frank to
Lesbians; those who graced us with their work
speak up as a Gay legislator; to the pioneering
before we talked in terms of "identity poli—
insight and creative wisdom of the founder of
tics" and since. All of us would truly be im—
poverished without the writings of Langston the Lesbian archives in New York, Joan
Nestle, whose early understanding of U.S.
Hughes, James Baldwin, Edna St. Vincent
politics came out of lessons she learned as a
Millay, Joseph Beam, Audre Lorde, Lorraine
white Jewish Lesbian who went south during
Hansberry, Barbara Smith, Gloria Anzaldua;
the civil rights movements. Likewise, any
the music of Luther Vandross, Peter Allen, k.d.
proper history of the Black Power movement,
lang, Ma Rainey; the dance of the genius cho—
the feminist movement, the movement for fair
reographer Bill T. Jones, Alvin Ailey; the
and decent health care, prisoners‘ rights, and
athleticism of Martina Navratilova, the paint—
the rights of immigrants could not be told with—
ings of Leonardo daVinci and Michelangelo,
out celebration of Angela Davis‘ political vi—
and the list goes on.
sion and oratory brilliance. The list of Gay and
If this were not enough, Gay men and Les—
Lesbian progressive, political change agents
bians, historically, have also been at the fore—
is long and it continues. It is for these and other
front of progressive political change in this
reasons that this collective recognition is truly
country. In the late 1970s, Harvey Milk be—
a cause for celebration and why I, as an anti—
racist Lesbian teacher and writer, am proud to
name myself and feel blessed to be part of the
Gay and Lesbian movements. There has not
been one moment since I came out as a Les—
bian in 1979 that I wished I was straight. That
| ,. isnottosaythat re havenotbeenhardtim
Manyof us whospeak our names with clarity.

Identification

By Becky Thompson
Thefollowing was delivered as a speech at
last month‘s BGALA rally held at Memphis
State University campus March 29.
In Henry Louis gates‘ visionary editorial
in the Sunday New York Times (Mar. 27), the
chair of the African—American Studies Depart—
ment at Harvard University challenged us to
move from "a politics of identity" to what he
calls "politics of identification." Identity poli—
tics, he writes, "starts with an assertion of col—
lective allegiance. It says: This is who we are,
make room for us, accommodate our special
needs, confer recognition upon what is dis—
tinct about us."
For Gay men and Lesbians, identity poli—
tics asserts that we see each other and that this
collective sight is beautiful. Anyone who has
been to a Gay pride march in San Francisco or
New York knows that no ones does it better
than we do when it comes to having a celebra—
tion, dressing with distinction, and creating
new rituals as we two and three—step our way
through life.
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_ to gender bend and break out of the confines
of a rigid masculinity. For the white Lesbians
and Gay students, a politic of identification
_ might include attending Black Student Union
meetings, taking African—American Studies
courses, or refusing to join or maintain mem—
bership in a racially exclusive country club. —
Apartheid anywhere is an affront to humanity.
For the Black, Asian or white Gay men, please
_ take care not to let your sexual identity fuel
sexist behavior and exclusions. Gay men and
Lesbians have worked closely together histori—
cally, but our histories are also very different.
Being Lesbian does not protect women from
rape, poverty, being silenced in class, having
to prove, over and over again, our worth as
scientists, teachers, and jet pilots. Men, both
Gay and straight, are those who must stand
against these injustices.
§
For the heterosexuals in the crowd, might I
suggest, for example, telling your relatives that
you are Lesbian or Gay during the family‘s
next gathering this year. See how that goes.
This experiment may well illuminate the con—
sciousness raising that might need to occur in
your family to make any way for a cousin,
sister or uncle who is, in fact, Gay. This ritual
of inclusion can also be a powerful preventa—
tive medicine against the ravages of loneliness,
isolation, and self—doubt at the root of the out—
rageous suicide rate among adolescent Gays
and Lesbians. We know that one out of three
suicide attempts among this age group is Gay— — ___
related, a statistic that both heterosexuals and
Gay menand Lesbians
Conscienceis not on a gene. ltisproduct
a

face retaliation that has been fueled by big—. of what we tach each other. You don‘t need to
otry and ignorance. But I feel joyful about my be Gay or Lesbian to stand up against
life as a Lesbian. As the Native American poet homophobia. In fact, sometimes the most ef—
and novelist Paula Gunn Allen has docu— fective educators about heterosexism are
mented, historically Gay men and Lesbians straight people. Seize the time.
As a third ritual of inclusion, look around
have been a proud, courageous, zany, and lov—
ing people. Identity politics have highlighted and see who your friends are. Are they mostly
these truths and encouraged us to recognize all like you in terms ofclass, sexuality and race?
each other and our eclectic, expansive, inno— What would it take on your part to make that
different? Differences between us spark the
vative, and remarkable heritages.
And yet, this collective recognition is not 1mag1natlon our vision, and out sense of what
enough. We must, in the words of Henry Louis is possible.
This heterosexual preening is all about fear.
Gates, be willing to move from identity poli—
tics and the affirmation that engenders, to a The truth is that sexuality is an expansive and
politic of identification that defies neat racial ever—evolving capacity. Chances are, most of
and sexual divisions and unidimensional po» us are bisexual if left to our own devices:
litical alliances. The truth is that being Gay or Heterosexist assumptions, assaults, and poli—
Lesbian does not, itself, ensure and informed cies are so much about fear of sexuality in
general. In this way, standing up against Gay
consciousness about race, class and gender.
The Gay photographer Robert bashing and bigotry is a way of standing up
Mapplethorpe‘s racist depictions of Black Gay for the promises of sexuality in general that
men and the Lesbian—organized cruise ship va— imaginative, creative and exciting capacity for
cation brochures that advertise a sea of white the erotic that lives inside all of us. In this way,
faces are but two of many examples ofwhere heterosexuals who support Gay rights are, in
claiming one marginalized identity, namely fact, supporting themselves, ourselves, all of
being Gay and Lesbian, solidifies the mainte— our selves.
Along with the-powerful and empowering
nance of racism. Our potential as Gay people

requires moving beyond homogeneous racial
communities. It requires us to ask, whenever
we see homophobia, how racism or sexism
may also be involved. The bashing ofGay men
is as much about heterosexist bigotry as it is
about the maintenance of patriarchy as the
bashers try to stomp out men who are willing

chant of the 1990s "We‘re here. We‘re queer.
Get used to it", may I offer up, "We‘re in gear.
We have no fear. Let‘s get on with it." This
chant makes room for all of us. —
And we will need all of us to move for—
ward. _
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Ten

Members of Gay Rights Group

Judge Grants Injunction

Elected as GOP Delegates
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —— At
least 10 members of the Utah Log
Cabin Club, a Republican Gay
rights organization, have been
elected as delegates to Utah state and
county GOP conventions.
"The main goal is to get our

852 S. Cooper

party‘s ear, to let them know we‘re
out here and who we are," said club
President Chris Ryan, who was
elected a delegate to the Salt Lake
County GOP Convention. "It‘s a
first step, a tiny one, but it‘s a start."
Parties elected thousands of del—

« (901) 272—2853

Spring Plants Are Here

Annuals
75¢ for starter plant packs
$13 for a tray of 18 packs

in Suit Challenging
egates at neighborhood meetings
Military‘s Gay Policy
held in voting districts throughout
the state. Democrats and Republi—
NEW YORK (AP) — A federal
Under the new Pentagon policy,
cans each try to fill the slots for about judge ruled that six homosexuals
recruiters are not supposed to ques—
2,500 state delegates.
:
who sued over the Pentagon‘s "don‘t tion men and women about their
Traditionally, Gay and Lesbian
ask, don‘t tell" pollcy cannot be sexual orientation, and military of—
activists belong to Utah‘s minority
kicked out of the service until the ficials are not supposed to try to fer—
party. The group Gay and Lesbian
case is decided.
§
ret out suspected homosexuals.
Utah Democrats has been active for
U.S. Judge Eugene Nlckerson
The lawsuit alleges the policy
several years.
issued the ruling Monday on behalf violates homosexuals‘ right to free
"We‘ll fight against these people
of five men and a woman who chal— speech and equal protection under
to the bitter end," said Gayle
lenged the constitutionality of the the law and is no better than the out—
Ruzicka, president of the conserva—
policy on March 7.
right ban that preceded it.
tive Utah Eagle Forum. "They took
The policy allows Gays to serve
The plaintiffs are represented by
us by surprise, but we‘ll be looking
in the military as long as they are. the American Civil Liberties Union
out for them now.... They should
discreet about their homosexuality.
and the Lambda Legal Defense and
support the platform, period. And if
One of the plaintiffs, Coast Guard Education Fund. Two are on active
they don‘t, the party will rise up and
Petty Officer Robert Heigl, was duty; the rest are reservists. No trial
do something about it."
notified last month that he would be date has been set.
E
State GOP officials do not dis—
discharged. The others feared that
The Justice Department did not
courage Log Cabin‘s efforts, said
participating in the case could itself return a call seeking comment.
party chairman Bruce Hough. But _ get them thrown out of the military.
"Today‘s ruling guarantees that
some do suspect the group is inter—
"There is a serious question as to these six individuals will be able to
ested more in promoting an agenda
whether a regulation goes beyond continue serving their country until
than electing Republicans.
what is reasonably necessary to pro— we have the chance to prove that the
"This is paradoxical and makes tect any possible government inter—
law and regulations are unconstitu—
no sense at all," says Hough. "If you
est when it inhibits six service tional," said William Rubenstein,
want to be Republican, be Republi—
members from continuing to speak «director of the ACLU‘s Lesbian and
can. But why set yourself apart? A
in court to make a constitutional Gay Rights Project.
person‘s sexual orientation has noth—
challenge," Nickerson said.
ing to do with the politics of the Re—
publican Party."
A Free—Speech
The 150—memberstate Log Cabin
Club supports Gay and Lesbian |
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nghts mcludmg legal recognitionof
same—sex marriages and Gays in the
military, but the members tend to
share their party‘s view on crime,
abortion and parental ch01ce on

schools.
"I don‘t want conservatite Re—
publicans like Eagle Forum telling
the state party what Gays and Les—
bians are all about," said Ryan, a 28—
year—old Navy veteran who
volunteered for Sen. Orrin Hatch‘s
re—election campaign.
The Utah group is one of 33 state
chapters of the national federation,
which has 8,000 members. Ryan
founded the state chapter in 1993, af—
terthe Clinton Administration. compro—
mised on its election promise to allow
Gays in the military by adopting the
"don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy.
_

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP) — A free-speech orgamzation
named forThomas Jefferson wants San Francisco Mayor Frank Jordan
to show a little more respect for the Constitution.
Jordan and Attorney General Janet Reno were among seven win—
ners Wednesday ofthe 1993 Jefferson Muzzle awards for curbing free
speech.
The nonprofit Thomas Jefferson Center for the Protection of Free | f
Expression singled outJordan for removing a clergyman from the city‘s
human rights commission for saying he believes the Bible says homo— .
sexuality is immoral.
Other winners named on the 251st anmversaryof Jefferson‘s birth
included:
—Attorney General Reno, for pushing for greater federal regula—

tion of TV violence.
—The Bradford County, Fla., Board of Education for barring Miss
America Leanza Cornett from using the word "AIDS" in talkmg to

students in 1993.
—The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, for declining to
carryAIDS-prevention advertisements because of their.double—entendres. .

—
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Russian—American Gay Couple Rejected

French PWA Going Home,

at Wedding

Won‘t

By Julia Rubin
Associated Press Writer

Palace
the closet.

E

3

Mogutin, a free—lance journalist

wedding party and a honeymoon in
Europe.

Be Allowed

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —A

To

Return

stay in the United States.

chiropractor who returned to his na—

In 1987, Congress ordered that
AIDS be added to the list of danger—

who turned 20 on Apr. 12, and

One friend attending the registra—

tive France Apr. 14 to visit his

MOSCOW (AP) — Robert
Filippini, a 41—year—old artist from
New York, were ushered into the
Filippini and Yaroslav Mogutin say
official registrationroom, where pic—
they‘re breaking new ground in Rus—
— sian—American relations. But there tures of smiling brides and grooms
line the walls and photographs of
are some relations Russia isn‘t ready
wedding cakes cover the table.
for.
On Apr. 12, authorities turned
Reporters mobbed the tiny room
down the men‘s application for mar—
as Karmen Bruyeva, director of the
Wedding House, told the couple she
riage.
The couple had arrived at Wed—
could not accept their application.
ding Palace No. 4 clutching bou— The Russian Code on Marriage and
quets of flowers and their application
Family, she said, describes marriage
as "a voluntary union of a man and
for a two—groom wedding. But they
a woman."
— didn‘t really expect the application
"I‘m pretty broad—minded my—
to be accepted.
"The main thing is to draw atten—
self," Bruyeva said later. "But I‘m
afraid what they want is not possible
‘tion to the problems of homosexu—
als in Russia, protest the politics of under Russian laws."
‘sexism and show the strength of
Bruyeva advised the men to go
Russian—American ties," Mogutin to Parliament instead and get the law
changed.
said.
The couple‘s visit to the marriage
"We are disappointed, but not
authorities came a year after Russia daunted," Filippini said afterward.
"We‘ll consult with friends, and
lifted a Soviet—era law that had made
see whether we should really try to
male homosexuality a crime punish—
draft legislation."
able by up to five years in prison.
Since then, Russia‘s few Gay ac—
Filippini and Mogutin, who al—
read
tivists say discrimination has been
rampant and Gay issues remain in, «esi
V7 ‘=
ese

tion was Evgenia Debryanskaya, di—

mother would like to come back to

ous contagious diseases, such as tu—

rector of the Triangle Association,

the United States, but probably

berculosis, that the Immigration and

Russia‘s first nationwide Gay advo—

won‘t be allowed to do so.

Naturalization Service uses to ex—

cacy group. She said the case was

Fabrice DeSchryver, who has

‘clude noncitizens from the country.

important "because it illustrates the

AIDS, boarded a plane to visit his

"It‘s unlikely (DeSchryver) will

absence of legal and social guaran—

recently widowed mother. With few

be able to get back in," said INS

tees for people in homosexual fami—

exceptions, U.S. law does not per—

spokesman Rick Kenney.

lies."

mit foreign nationals with AIDS to

Russian Gays and Lesbians face

Kenney said the Public Health
Service, the attorney general‘s office

enter the country.
"I fell in love with this country,"

and members of Congress are re—

inheritances, insurance and adopting

DeSchry ver, 34, said. "But this

viewing whether the ban on immi—

children, she said. —

country doesn‘t want me."

grants with AIDS should be lifted.

discrimination getting housing, jobs,

Debryanskaya said her group

DeSchryver, who is Gay, came

would help Filippini and Mogutin

to Kansas City in 1983 to study at

Just raising the possibility gen—
erates intense disputes, he said.

Cleveland Chiropractic College. He

"There‘s so much opposition to

But Lisa Granik, another friend

became involved with a man he met

its removal, they would never be able

of the grooms and an American

while studying, and his lover devel—

to change the rule until so many

lawyer specializing in Soviet law,

oped AIDS in 1988. A year later, he

people stopped opposing it," Kenney

questioned whether Gays fighting

died.

said.

if they try to draft legislation.

for their civil rights should expect
much from laws.

:

"The law in Russia right now
is really irrelevant, and the ques—
tion is how (homosexuality) is ac—

"I took care of him. I loved him

DeSchryver was in the United

— I still do. His mom is like my

States under a temporary work permit

mom," DeSchryver said. "I wantto

that expired last week. He had hoped

be buried next to him in Iowa."

to apply for permanent residency, but

DeSchryver learned a couple of

his condition would prevent it.

years later that he, too, had con—

""I told him not to spend the money,"

"There they‘ve got a long way to

tracted AIDS. He believes he was

his lawyer, Howard Eisberg, said.

go.

infected in the United States.

"Even if we were successful with the

cepted

in

society," she said.

infected,

MonEy

ts

a

employment aspects of hisapplication,

PROBLEM

...

aad
We know firsthand the financial challenge of living with AIDS.

We respond to that challenge 24

hours a day.

—The Access Program provides the money you need for living today by buying your life insurance
policy. Quickly and Easily, with no medical exams.
%
With us you bypass brokers ("sellers reps" or "advocates") who may charge you nothing but
receive a big fee from the buyer: money which should go to you.

Our commitment to paying the highest prices——with all the money going to you——and providing a
caring, confidential service continues to make us The Company of Choice.

.. WE

orFER A

f

soLuTION!

Family helping family, call Ron:

1—800—2355—6411

THE ACCESS PROGRAM is the largest, most established company using only its own funds.
The first company to guarantee payment, THE ACCESS PROGRAM continues to lead the
industry in setting the highest standards for the protection and benefit of its clients.
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<~NIEWSF
ries have shown a couple preparing
for retiremen
t, child.
a divorced woman
an adopted
and"The
campaign acknowledges
the emotiona
l importance that goes
into
purchasi
decisions and com—
municatesthatngIKEAun
sits
consumers‘ needs andderstand
can
fulfill
theirdreams,"said Donny Deutsch,
agency‘s chiefexecutive.
the_ IKEA
believes
consumers were
message.
ready fortheir
"We don‘t think it‘s taking a
1994,"
chancetouseaGaycouplein
Connolly said.
thatthe company
But hees added
recogniz
the sensitivit
y, "since
a
a
when
choose
cannot
consume
r
television commercial comes into
theirhomeastheycanwithatelevi—
reason, theads
show." Forthat10p.m.,hesaid.
sion
arenotairedbefore
has been
reaction affiliates
says network
Connolly
four
All
positive.
ad all week.
in Philadel
it drewrannotheresponse
said phia
Three
.
Kane,presidentandgeneral
Tom
manager of the fourth, ABC affili—
ateWPVI—TV,said hissales depart—
menthas averaged aboutfivecallsa
dayfrompeoplecallingtocomplain
.
Kane
heavy,"
real
nothing
"It‘s
said. of the callers could
specifyNone
their problem with the ad
to say they don‘t like it
than
other
"because you‘ve
got Gaysthat."in them.
nothing adeeperthan
It‘sSciumec
believes that while
largestmarket
in
consume
rs
in ads, hes
for Gays
maybeready the
doesn‘tthink
are. most corporate adver—
tisers
"IKEA has been a missionary
company
with all their advertising,
they‘re innovati
the image
they have created,"ve with
said
Sciumeca
.
"You‘re
not
going
to
see
an
America
marketer, with a
product inn allmass
50states
embrace this
approach,"hesaid. "Ithink
thereare
a lot of companies with boards
directors who would be howling ofif
they tried this."

IKEA Launches Ad Campaign Featuring Gay Couple
IKEA,States
whichhas
spot used
by aGays.
main—
United
and 11812storesinthe
worldwide, television
stream
advertiser
depicting
firstairedtheadfeaturingthecouple "The campaign not only illus—
on Mar.30on stationsin fourmajor tratesdiverse
. . it reflects
markets:NewYork,Houston,Phila— what‘s commonlifestyles
to
all
of
delphia and Washington, D.C. mitment to a relationship,us:thecom—
im—
The
company
believes
the
spot,
portance
of
family,
and
making
which showstwo men shopping for houseahome,"saidPeterConnolly,a
adining room table may bethe first the company‘s marketing director.
IKEAhasoperatedintheUnited
States
forthepasttheprivately
10years. Indus—
try observerssay
held
company‘s U.S. sales are about
$400Thecommercial
million a year.shows the men
j
shoppingforthetableat
and—
sitting
at their new tableIKEA
at home.
TheydonotsaytheyareGayordis—
cuss
their lifestyle. They do, how—
ever,
allude to a committed
relationship.
"Youweknow,
we went
because
thought
itwastotimeIKEA
for
aseriousdiningroomtable,"oneof
the men says.
"We have slightly different
tastes," the other says, adding that
they met at his sister‘s wedding.
While the campaign is not the
firsttodepictGayandLesbians,it‘s
likely the first to do so on televi—
sion, said Larry Gross, a professor
at the University of Pennsylvania‘s
Annenberg
tions. School for Communica—
«—— Grosssaidmostadvertisements
todepictingGayshavebeen
newspapers, magazinesconfined—
and bill—
boards.
He
applauded
IKEA‘s
de—
cisiontouseamediumwithalarger
audience.
"It‘s a good thing. It‘s part of
what
you might
call thechange
standardin
procedure
of social
America," Gross said. "The com—
mercial
is the barometer of
the
socialworld
change."
advertisement
created
by The
Deutsch
Inc. as partwasof IKEA‘s
ongoing "Lifestyles" campaign.
p.m. Three othercommercials in the se—
Activists Receive Anti—Gay
No Cover on Tuesdays — Regular Cover on Fridays
Letters From Congressman
FREDERI
CK, Md. (AP)—A letterexplainingRep. Roscoe Bartlett‘s
WOMEN & MEN WELCOME!!! opposition to several
rights initiatives in the House had been mistak—
+enly sent to Gay rightsGayactivists,
a spokeswoman said.
The
factthat
letters
intended
forsuppor
ters ofhis position were sent to
opponents"wouldsimplybea mix—up," saidCheri
Jacobus,Bartlett‘spress
secretary. Every effort is made to send each constitue
nt "atailor—made re—
sponse,"she
said.
Two local Gay rights activists say they wereoutraged by letters from
Bartlett,
a Republican who represents Maryland‘s 6th District.
David
Koontz
andTom
Faulk, Frederick men active in the Western
Maryland
Gay
and
Lesbian
Justice
Campaign, told The (Frederick)News—
Monthly Hoe—Down ! _ Post that Bartlett sent them and other
Gay and Lesbian activists letters
stating
his
oppositio
to
n
equal
rights
forGays.
Faulk had written to Bartlett, urging him to support a Gay rights bill& in
the House. Bartlett responded with a letter detailing his opposition, that
began, "Like you, I oppose creating a protected class for homosexuals."
May 13— 9:00 p.m.
The then goes on to say that Gays are not born Gay, but "their
behavioriletterseitherch
osen ortheresultofabuse. Homosexuality is abehav—
ior,notaraceorgender...."Bar
tlettwrote
. "Iassureyouthat Iwill continue
values."
family
traditional
defend
to
to work
letter from Bartlett that criticized statements made
by Koontz
Surgeonreceived
General aJoycelyn
Elders. Ms. Elders‘ remarks had been pub—
lished in a recent edition ofTheAdvocate.
By Wayne Woolley
Associated Press Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Swedish furniture chain IKEA
helped build its image with its ad—
vertising slogan: "It‘s a big country.
Someone‘s got to furnish it."
Now, the company hopes to re—

flect the country‘s diverse lifestyles
with four new commercials, one of
which features a Gay couple.
"This is just the next logical pro—
gression," said Mark Sciumeca,
marketing director for WHYY—TV
in Philadelphia and a former com—
mercial network marketing execu—
tive.
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Gay Rights Marchers Rally at
South Carolina Statehouse
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A diverse
schools.
crowd of 1,500 to 2,000 Gay rights support—
State Rep. Gilda Cobb—Hunter, D—
ers marched through downtown and staged a
Orangeburg, called for equal rights for Gay
rally on the Statehouse steps Apr. 16.
and Lesbians and respect for their dignity.
Marchers dressed in business attire and
"We must reclaim this building and these
biker garb participated in the fifth annual pa—
steps," she said.
rade sponsored by the Gay & Lesbian Pride
The keynote speaker was Mel Whlte,
Movement. It was the largest such gathering former ghost—writerfor the Rev. Jerry Falwell
yet in South Carolina, said parade organizer and the Rev. Pat Robertson. White said Gays
Matt Tischler.
and Lesbians want religion in their lives.
"I hope especially for those in the parade
"I am Gay. I am proud and God loves me
for the first time that this is a turning point in
for what I am," White said. "The fundamen—
their lives," Tischler said. "For some, this is
talist church is wrong about Gay and Lesbian
the first time they can show affection in pub—
people."
lic, a freedom others feel all the time and take
A few Bible—carrying protesters who held
for granted."
— signs saying "God‘s not Gay" and "God con—
Marchers carried signs that read, "God
demns homosexuality" stood at the back of
made me Gay," and "Jesus loves me, this I
the crowd and shouted objections.
know, for the Bible tells me so." One marcher
Monitors placed by the rally‘s organizers
wore a t—shirt that read "Loving Dad."
stood between the protesters and the march—
Speakers at the rally celebrated "coming
ers to help ease tensions.
out" in public and encouraged others to do so.
Tischler said the event was held to offer
Some compared their struggle to the civil rights support to their community and offer a con—
movement and called for the repeal of sod—
spicuous presence to teenagers who haven‘t
omy laws and AIDS education in public
yet made their sexual orientation public.
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Because of Gay Affair

WITH

stigma of a divorce and meant that she could
v1ded Kentucilgy
Court of Appealsvoidedanlegally
sayshewasnevermarried._ Sap $55? —>
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A sharply di—

PWA May Be Victim of "Police—Assisted Suicide"
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A man dying of didn‘t appear to have a long life expectancy and
AIDS was the fourth man shot by Minneapo— had made comments to others about having po—
lis police in the last two months, and the third lice end his life," Police ChiefJohn Laux said.
to die.
§
But Cole‘s girlfriend disputed it. "He didn‘t —
Steve Cole, 23, was holding a knife in each wantto have the police line upto assassinate him,"
hand after a 15—minute standoff Apr. 13 when Cathi Schmitt said.
police say he lunged and theyfired. About 80 —
Police spokeswoman Penny Parrish said of—
people, including his girlfriend, watched the ficers fired in self—defense, striking him several
events unfold.
times. The officerswere identifiedas Curtis Graff,
Investigators are operating underthe assump— 32, a five—year officer, and David Pleoger, 24, a
tion that Cole may have been the latest example first—year officer.
of what has become known as "police—assisted
Laux said he is troubled by the rash of recent
suicide.
police—involved shootings but does not believe
"We are getting information on that person, that "there are trigger—happy cops out there wait—
that he was despondent, that he was sick, that he ing to shoot someone."

~

EN ESPANOL
1—900—745—1193

Court Voids Annulment Granted

Tment grantedbecause the husband had a
The appeals court decision noted that a
homosexual affair a month before the wed— spouse‘s homosexual orientation may well
ding, saying the proper remedy was a divorce. cause a marriage to break down, but it said the
Writing for the court, Judge John Miller proper remedy was a divorce, as Jeffrey
said Apr. 15 it would be unconstitutional to Denton contended, rather than an annulment.
void a marriage because of a spouse‘s failure
In a strongly worded dissent, Judge Wilfrid
to disclose previous homosexual affairs — but. Schroder said the issue was not whether Jef—
not heterosexual ones.
frey Denton was Gay or that he had a sexual
Miller cited the Kentucky Supreme Court‘s encounter shortly before marriage, but instead
controversial 1992 decision overturning the that he misrepresented his sexual orientation
state‘s sodomy ‘statute. The landmark ruling "solely to provide a cover."
established a state constitutional right to pri—
Schroder noted that Denton admitted in
vacy and the right of Gays to equal treatment court papers that he married "solely to pre—
under the law.
vent public opinion from turning against him."
. Candace Denton of Mayfield sought the That constituted "a breach of trust which af—
~ annulment in Graves Circuit Court after find— fects the essentials of a marriage," Schroder
ing out about the affair, shortly after her July said.
6, 1991, marriage to Jeffrey Scott Denton. Mrs.
Candace Denton‘s attorney, Melinda Mar—
Denton said she had been "fraudulently. in— tin Ormsby, said Jeffrey Denton opposed the
duced to marry."
annulment because he did not want to admit
In voiding the marriage, Judge John the marriage was fraudulent for fear of open—
Daughaday agreed that a person‘s sexual ori— ing himself up to damages in a separate civil
entation is a material fact involving the essen— suit filed against him by his wife.
tials of marriage and that it must be disclosed
Candace Denton is seeking damages for
to a prospective spouse.
fraud. The action is pending in Graves Circuit
The annulment spared Candace Denton the Court.
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The Memphis
Gay Pride River Ride
An Annual Tradition
Benefits the

Memphis Gayand Lesbian Community Center

Saturday, June 11
Tickets Go On Sale May11
at
the
usual
locations
MGLCC
isgratefultoo
urmanycontributingmembers. Weare veryfortunate to be ableto
supportacomm
unitycenterin
Memphis You can become a member ofthe Center by making a
contribution. Our mailing address is P.O. Box 41074, Memphis, TN 38174. Thank you

mam

tween those agreements and the sur—
Sltatlon Based on PartnersAgreement Rejected
rogate—motherhood contracts upheld
bianbirthmotherhasthesamerights
The
ruling
was
not
issued
as
a
State law recognizes only a natu— by the state Supreme Court last year.
By
Bob
Egelko
other biological parent.
precedent group‘s
for futurelawyer
cases.saidBut thean as any
In the surrogacy case, both the
ral or adoptive parent as a mother,
Associated Press Writer advocacy
Enforcingthewritten
agreement
said the opinion by Presiding Jus— genetic mother and the surrogate
~inthiscasewould"treatthechildas
message
oftothebe recognized
case for Lesbians
tice Clinton White. Courts have also who bore the child for a fee could
SANSupreme
FRANCISCO(AP)—The
a
commodity,".Amyx
said
in
court
who
want
as
par—
recognized a "de facto parent," one be considered natural mothers under
state
Court
rejectedaplea
papers.
entsofthechildren
they
are
helping
who assumes a parental role on a the law, so the court turned to the
forparentalrightsWednesday
from
Prescott‘s
partner,
identified
in
tominority
raise isofCalifornia
to seek adoption,
in
the
daily basis; but White said that if a contractto establish their intentions,
awomanwho
had
signed
an
agree—
papers as Kerry
B., gave
birth child is livingwith a legal parent and White said. By contrast, he said, only
counties that tocourta daughterby
ment with her Lesbian partner, the allow non—relatives to adopt.
artificial
insemina—
is not being harmed, a de facto par— Kerry can claim maternity rights
child‘sbiologicalmother,toraisethe
tion
in
1985.Prescotthelpedtoraise
"Thecourtsarecaught,toalarge
ent has no right to custody or visita— under the law in this case.
childGeorgia
together.Prescott of Santa Rosa, extent,
the
child,
and
continued
to
share
in
outdated
prejudices,"said
tion.
In seeking Supreme Court re—
parental
responsibilities
for
more
Abby
Abinanti,
legal
directorofthe
"Custody of the child cannot be view, Prescott‘s lawyer, Caren
backed
by
a
Lesbian—rights
organi—
thanayearafterthecoupleseparated
National
Cen—
awarded to Georgia against the Callahan, urged the court to recog—
zation,
sought recognition
ofa pre—to _ terSanforFrancisco—based
Lesbian
Rights,
which
filed
in
1990.
wishes of Kerry without a finding nize "the family that these parties
birth
contract
with
her
lover
announced
in 1991 that
papers
supporting
Prescottin
the thatButsheKerry
parental custody would be det—. created."
"jointlyandequallyparentthechild"
would
raise
her
daughter
appeals
court.
"The
notion
that
bio—
Adoption by a non—relative had
rimental to the minor," White said.
andreferany
disputestobindingar—
logical
link
should
be
the
only
de—
alone
and
allow
visitation
only
on
He said the same restrictions apply not been permitted in Sonoma
bitration.
factor in what is a family alternateweekends.Shealsorefused
Itovisitation by a non—parent that County while the couple lived to—
Butastate
appealscourt
ruled
in termining
arbitration.
isnotsomethingthatisborneoutby
gether, Callahan said in court papers.
"creates conflicts and problems."
January
that
the
contract
was
unen—
Prescott‘s
suit,
seeking
parental
The women‘s written agreement Until such adoptions are allowed
reality."
forceable
and
that
Prescott,
as
nei—
Carol Amyx, a lawyer for the rightsanddamages,wasrejectedby
did not change their legal status, throughout California, she said, "en—
theranaturalmothernoran
adoptive
Sonoma
County
Superior
Court
birthmotherinthecase,saidtherul—
White said. He stopped short of say— tering into contractual agreements is
mother,
had
no
parental
rights.
The
Judge
Elaine
Watters.
The
1st
Dis—
ing
was
not
a
setback
for
Lesbians,
ing that no contract to share paren— the only way for Lesbian couples to
state‘s
high
court
unanimously
de—
upheldWatters
but instead a recognition that a Les— trictCourtofAppeal
tal responsibilities could be secure n'ghts for themselves and their
nied review ofthe case.
in a 3—0 rulingJan. 31.
enforced, but drew a distinction be— children."
Ant|—Gay Advocate Blasted By Vegas Mayor Roy Cohn Wielded Pen To
Push Pets With White House
"The statements
LAS
VEGAS
(AP)
—
Mayor
—
Jan
Jones rights
on Apr.activist
6 confronted
an
NEWYORK
(AP) — Lawyer
anti—Gay
who
ac—
Roy
Cohn
was
a
regularcorrespon—
cused herofand promoting
other Nevadachild
poli—
dent
withNewRonald
and Nancyre—
ticians
Reagan,
York
Newsday
molestation
by supporting civil
ported.
rights
for
homosexuals.
Frequently he wrote to help me—
"Take
your
hate
and
fearand—
JamesBaker anc lichael f ~
NewYorkPostowner__
diamoguland
takeitsomewhere
else,"
Ms.Jones
—
Deaver—‘Cohnsaid
Rupert
Murdoch,
the
papersaid.
told
LonStatesMabon,
headAlliance,
of the
ensure that "at least one major pub—
Throughouthiscareer,Cohnwas
United
Citizens
lisher in this country ... would be—
a
master
manipulator,
a
favor
bro—
parent
organizationin Nevada,
for anti—Gay
and remain pro—Reagan."
ker
and closeted
homosexual who comeAgain
rights
initiatives
Or—
and again, Cohn pointedly
worked
behind—the—scenesdeals
egon, Washington and Idaho.
told White House aides that the in—
with
therich
andpowerful.
He
died
troduction paid political dividends,
in 1986
fromtwoAIDS.
Newsday said.
Nearly
dozen
Cohn
letters
His letters referred to glowing
and
Reagan
administration
replies,
Reagan
editorials in Murdoch‘s New
obtained
underActthebyFreedom
ofYorkIn— York Post
and Boston Herald—
formation
New
American.
Newsday,
show
the
Manhattan
law—
Indeed, one 1983 letter said the
yer
uncharacteristically
left
a
few
"Post
and the other Murdoch papers
fingerprints
thatbestsurvived
hisCohn‘s
death. gave their
blood on a daily basis for
Perhaps
the
look
at
Ronald Reagan."
relationshipwith
Reagan—andthe
Through a spokesman, Murdoch
return
the
attorney:expected
for
his
declined
to comment on the corre—
friendship—ismemorializedinlet—
and his dealings with the —
tersthatfocusedonMurdochandhis spondence
Reagan administration.
publishingempire.
« Forexample,thelettersshowthat
you made are
not only inappropriate, they‘re
wrong, theyre cruel, andthey‘re hate
and fear—mongering against both the
"
governor and myself," she said.
Mabon had scheduled a news
conference at City Hall to discuss
the initiatives and Ms.Jones
stepped out of a City Council
meeting to respond to comments
he made about her and Gov. Bob
Miller at a church.
Mabon repeated his comments
on Apr. 13 that anyone who op—

poses his initiative, as Ms. Jones
and Miller have, is saying "there‘s —
nothing immoral about homo—
sexual activity, Lesbianism and
cross—dressing."
Miller said Mabon‘s claims that
political figures in Nevada .con—
done childmolestationaresori— _
diculous that they make Miller‘s
point for him.
Mabon said landlords and em—
ployers would be able to discrimi—
nate against Gays in housing and
employment if the initiative passed.

TOO BUSYTO THINK?

Cohn and law partner Thomas Bolan
helped arrange at least one meeting
between Murdoch and Reagan be—
fore the 1980 presidential election.
In a Jan. 27, 1983, letter to
Reagan‘s top three adwsers a
Meese,
he wanted to
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New Fund—raiser in Works
Rainbow Recipes Cookbook
Rainbow Recipes Cookbook, Al—
— ternative Cooking for Alternative
. Lifestyles, will be the title of Mem—
phis‘ newest Gay/Lesbian commu—
nity fund—raiser. It is being organized
by the Pipeline and the Pipettes as a

Pride Notes Friends For Life Reports
Submitted by John Prowett Auction Proceeds of $25,000
For Life reports that its out of the auction, they alone accoun
Thisyear‘sMemphisGay& Les— sixthFriends
t
Auction for AIDS held for the shortfall, Cook said.
bian Pride Events are shaping up AprilAnnual
d slightly over
with many new ideas and changes. $25,00010forgrosse
The one item that brought a lot
the organization. Ex— of excitement to thisauction was
The organization will soon file its penses
a
for the event were pegged at single ticket to a Barbra
charter with the state ofTennessee approximatel
Streisand
y $5,000.
and has changed its name from "We had slightl
concer
held in Detroit. It sold
"Pride
Committee," to Memphis than last year y fewer people for $850t toandbeinclud
ed roundtrip first
and about

and volunteers will assemble them
into the final effort.
This will be a book of fine reci—
pes for all occasions but there will
be a light side to the commentary and
humor throughout. Other amenities
fund—raiser for direct services AIDS (such as pockets between sections
agencies. The name was chosen at for that irreplaceable little scrap of
the May 9 meeting of interested per— paper with Aunt Fay‘s Chitterling Pride, Inc.
sons which formed a committee to Chutney recipe) are being consid—
Memphis Pride is alsoa found—
organize and produce the book.
ing
member of Volunteer State
ered and notes about the history and
The idea of a community cook— significance of both donors and the Pride, Inc., which is the umbrella or—
book is very new to Memphis al— groups they represent will be fea— ganization for the state of Tennes—
though the original Gay Cookbook, tured.
see. John Prowett, the chairperson
treasured by its owners, has been
for
Memphis Pride, is also involved
Recipe forms will be circulated‘
around for over a decade. Other in May and June and this year‘s 4th with the International Association of
communities have collected recipes of July Pipeline/Pipette fund—raiser Gay and Lesbian Pride coordinators.
for fund—raisers to great success. will be a tasting of some of the reci—
Meristem and Friends will be the
Recipe submission forms will be pes chosen for the cookbook. Pre— Grand Marshals and lead this year‘s
available through the Pipeline/Pi— pared samples of these recipes will parade at 2:00 PM Sunday, June 12.
pettes in early May. Bars, busi— be sold and the money put toward This year the Pride Parade route be—
nesses, clubs, organizations and final production. The beneficiaries gins at the MGLCC, goes down
— individuals will be asked to submit will be chosen from active agencies Madison to Overton Square, and
favorite recipes with a small fee which provide direct services to right on Cooper to Peabody Park. A
asked of each donor to assist in pro— PLWAs.
rally with band (the Search) speak—
duction. More than one recipe may
ers
and a picnic will be held at the
Additional information may be
— be submitted but only one fee will obtained through the Pipeline or Pi— park.
— be asked per donor. A committee pettes and interested persons wish—
On Sat., June 18, a bus will leave
which includes several of the ing to assist should contact Dennis the Center at 8 a.m. for a trip to Nash—
community‘s busiest and best— Kijowski or Jim McCain through the ville for the statewide Pride Parade
and Rally.
known cooks will select the recipes Pipeline.

100 fewer class air fare. —
items," said Allen Cook, FFL board
Over 260 items and certificates
president, who said proceeds were for services were
auctioned in both
about $3000 off last year‘s auction. silent auction and
live auction for—
Two items—a copy of The Firm mats.
autographed by author John
Comedian Dennis Phillipi and DJ
Grissham and the movie cast, and a Tom Prestigiacomo
were guest auc—
set of three hardbound autographed tioneers.
John Grisham‘s books brought in _
Yvonne Yetman and FFL Advi—
$2700 in last year‘s auction.
sory Board. president Mark
"If you take items like those two Whitehead were the auctio
n chairs.

On June 23many w1ll go to New
_York(C133; e Si

yAlllance MoveSAhead‘
Submitted by John Prowett —
Memorial Day weekend, the May
meetingandcocktail
partyand video
Memphis Transgendered Alli— night will be postponed until Sat.,
ance, which was formed Sept. 1993, June 11, between the Expo and Gay
is on the go and growing.
Pride River Ride.
The group has been publishing a
There will be a regular meeting
monthly newsletter since October, at 2 p.m. that Sat., May 28. Acalen—
and thanks to our new editor, Cindy, dar ofevents is on the front page of
there has been a drastic and positive ournewsletter. Lookformore infor—
change in the newsletter format and mation on MTGA at the Gay/Les—
contents.
bian Expo attheCommunity Center
The newsletter is now accepting and WKRB on Sat., June 11, and
classified/personal ads and business meet us on the River Ride that
ads (thanks to Tommy Stewart for evening.
the first paid ad). Contact Barbara
Wewill alsobejoiningMemphis
Jean Jasen or myself for more infor— in Nashville on Sat., June 17 for the
mation on the newsletter.
; statewide rally and parade. We will
Memphis Transgendered Alli— also be coming out with a special
ance group meets on the fourth Sat— newsletter for the month of June
urday of the month at the Memphis — explaining our involvement in
Gay & Lesbian Community Center, Stonewall and after.
1486 Madison.
Contact us to get into the special
The Center opens at 1 p.m. for issue for more information on
people to change clothes, freshen MTGA. Call Barbara Jean at 353—
their make—up, and just talk. The 2612 (evenings) or John Prowett
meetings start at 2 p.m. with busi— 272—1392 or call and leave a mes—
ness meeting and discussion topic, sage at the Community Center 726—
then a social time. Because of the 5790.
Adverhse in TIN

It‘s GOOD for Business!

and p
;
bus will leave from Nashville but the

deadline for reservations is May 1.
The next Memphis Pride meet—
ing is Sat., May 7, at 10 a.m. at the
MGLCC. The address is: PO Box
3956, Memphis, TN 38173. Contact
numbers are Vincent Astor at 320— —
901.5 and John Prowett at 272—1392.

Brags
Experience the Adventure on
an RSVP Gay Cruise...

Great American Cruises
52 N. 2nd Street
901—525—5302
call Sherman C. Perkins

MGLCC
continued from page 1
He said the Center receiveed.
dozens of questions regarding its
policies regarding political activities
and advocacy — as if the agent was
trying to get the Center to acknowl—
edge that it was really a political or—
ganization.
Political organizations are not
qualified to receive tax—exempt sta—
tus.
Butler says the agent tried to
close the case several times, but that
his persistence paid off.
At one point the IRS was will—
ing to grant exempt status, but with—
out donor deductibility.
However, Butler found an IRS
revenue ruling which stated their
policy and matched almost exactly
the circumstances of the Center.
In the revenue ruling, the IRS
ruled that a law library that made
its resources available to the com—
munity was eligible for tax—exempt
status.
After this ruling was sent to the
IRS agent handling the case, there
seemed to be no further arguments.
"If we hadn‘t found that ruling,"
Butler said, "we would have been
rejected again."

otanica

City—Wide Deliver
Award—Winning Designs
944 S. Cooper at Young
10
— 274—5767

Swutchboard
728—GAYS
Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
Information, Counseling, Referral
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Bowling

Beat

by Tony Matics
At press time for this issue, the
Brothers and Sisters Bowling
‘League will have wrapped up its
eighth consecutive year of league
bowling. However, due to the
journalistic deadline placed on
this writer, we cannot give you
final results until next issue. Oh
well, it gives you something to
look forward to... So here we go

anyway...
Lively Second Half Bowling
Ends In First Place Tie
In what is believed to be the
closest competition in league his—
tory, the second half of bowling
was concluded on April 8 with
the last position round, and final
average scoring. Those boys of
flying fancy, the Stool Pigeons,
began the night with a tenuous
two game lead over the streaking

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST & MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES. PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MINI—THEATRES
(Union Ave. and Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) — 683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. — 345—0825
Blue Movie West (Downtown)
196 Union Ave. — 525—0762
Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
$—axy i!
2532 N. Watkins — 358—8642

striking team of Nice Balls, with
the Awesome Foursome of the
Pipeline, two games behind the
second place team. After three
very closely contested games, and
the final series pin count, those
Nice Balls had won 3 of 4 points
to tie for first place. Using the
league‘s tie—breaker rule, the

Gay

was in memory of those siblings
of years past who received great
joy in being a part of the league
every winter. It is the league‘s

banquet was a catered affair from
that Overton —Square institution,
the Public Eye. Along with the
good food was the presentation
of individual achievement and
team trophies. The league also
acknowledged the installation of
the officers for the 1994—95
league season. Voting was
scarce this year as all current of—
ficers, with the exception of

hope that next year several fund—
raisers can be held by the league
membership to increase its dona—
tion for next year.
As this year‘s bowling season
has concluded, I would like to
take the time to thank my fellow
league officers for the outstand—
ing job they have done this year.
Ron Shelton, vice president;
Linda Etherton, secretary; Andy
Cain, treasurer; and Pam Rowlett,
sergeant—at—arms. Without these
officers, and the many team cap—
tains, this league would not have
enjoyed the success we have seen

Teens

Memphis

Support Group for Gay Teenagers

First Tuesdays

Large Selection of Falcon and Mustang Films

and Checks Accepted

The Brothers and Sisters
Bowling League held their end—
of—year banquet on April 22 at
Park Bowling Lanes. This year‘s

(Sposnored by Parents and Friends of Lesbians & Gays)

— LINGERIE SPECIAL —
With Any Lingerie Purchase — Receive Second Lingerie Item(of Equal or LesserValue) FREE!

at

7:00

PM

Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center
Ad space donated as a public Service of the Triangle Journal News

OPEN 7 DAYS

—

®

this year. I look forward to work—
ing this summer on planning next
year‘s season. Until then, remem—
ber, it‘s not how well you scored
it, it‘s how well you scored!

rm

Discover ﬁnanc1al freedom with Funds for L1fe

When time‘s

short

and

running

so

is

your money,.

.

We‘ve helped many people across the country face the
financial challenge ofliving with an incurableillness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance policy so
that you can have your money now . . when you
really need it. And because we are selfCdplldllled

funds forlife are available immediately.
Together we can realize your dreams of better quality
LIFE FUNDING
CORPORATION
health care and more fulfilling experiences oflife.
. £2
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
Funds For L1fe.
Your call will be confidential.
Member of the National Viatical Association (NVA) Member ofthe National Association ofPeople With AIDS (NAPWA)
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE A SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350 (404) 518—8830 A (800) 456—8799 A FAX: (404) 518—9663
baleelecEacro Leet.

E

League Officers Installed at
Bar—B—Que Banquet

league treasurer, were re—nomi—
nated, and voted for second terms
by acclamation. The treasurer‘s
position was put up to a league
vote on April 15 and results were
not known at press time.
This year‘s league also has
made a donation of $250.00 to
Friends for Life. The donation

league also held its annual Jack—
pot Night, giving teams the op—
portunity to bowl for the share of
$2,000 in cash. Our hearty con—
gratulations to all the bowlers
who participated this year!

Stool Pigeons were awarded first
place for the second half season,
and Nice Balls finished second.
The final championship roll—
off was held April 15 and at the
writing of this article, results were
unknown. The roll—off was be—
tween both first place champions,
CD2 and Stool Pigeons, to aeter—
mine first and second place tro—
phies, while Nice Balls, and Pipe—
line Awesome Foursome, rolled—
off for third and fourth place tro—
phies. In addition to the champi—
onship roll—off on April 15, the
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Mother Loses
Bid To Get So
n
Back From
Gay Coup
le

A Year After Lo
sing Custody,
Lesbian

Mother Awaits Court‘s Ruling
ll er
AssoByciatLarr
ed yPresO‘Des Writ
RIC
HMOND, va. (AP) — Wednesdays
areEver
the toug
hest
for Sharon Bottoms.
yWe
dnes
day,
tocausgiving up the son sheshehlostastocustagaiodyngetofused
be—
eSheofhersexual orientation.
only
sees
2—yethenar—old Tyler on Mon—
days
and
Tues
days
,
the boy goes back to
hiscausgran
dmot
her,
who
sued
forhercustody be—
e
she
does
n‘t
appr
ove
of
rela"Itionship with anotherwoman. daughter‘s
miss everything about him," Ms. Bot—
toms said.
"Iayea
missrsinbeinga mother the most."
been
ceaj
udge took herchild
away
.
Now
,
Ms.
Bott
oms
wait
s twith increas—
ing
anxi
ety
for
a
Virg
inia
Cour
ruling that could return Tylerto her.of Appeals
Tyle
rhasl lived with Ms. Bottoms‘ mother
sinc
e
Apri
5,decl1993, shortly after a juvenile
cour
t
judg
e
ared Ms. Bottoms an unfit —
moth
er
beca
use
she
ian.tjudThe deci—
sionHerwas upheld by a iscircua Lesb
it
cour
ge., and
appe
al
was
hear
d
in
Febr
uary
a
ruliLawy
ng coulersd be issued at any time.
for both sidessay theyll take the
case
to
the
state
rem.e Court ifthe appeal
rulinggoes againstSupthem
f
In
the
mean
time
,
antic
ipati
on
rules
ever
waking moment, despite Ms. Bottoms‘ besty —

By Tim Klass
Associated Press Writer

Social and Health Services. Despite Mura
‘s
ruling, the boy remained with the Lopt
ons
because the state obtained a stay pending
SEATTLE (AP) — The stat
ap—
e Court of peal. The Loptons
hope to adopt the boy.
Appeals has ruled that a woman
who gave up
Washington is one ofsix states in which
custody of her son, then tried
adop—
to get him back
tions by same—sex couples are allowed.
after he was placed with Gay
foster parents,
In court papers Lucas said having the boy
has no grounds for her case.
raised by a Gay couple was "her worst
night—
The three—judge panel ruled
unanimously
mare." But she has also told The Asso
Apr. 11 that because Megan
ciat
ed
Lucas, 22, of
Press that she wasn‘t fighting to rega
in cus—
Orcas Island already had give
n up custody of
tody because the Loptons are Gay.
the toddler, she lacked legal stan
ding to peti—
Using unusually strong words, Pekelis criti
tion to adopt him.
—
—
cized Mura for a ruling "so contrary to
estab—
The decision reversed a ruling by Wha
tcom lished principles in the law of adop
tion."
County Superior Court Judge Steve Mura
, who
The decision will be appealed to the state
said the 3—year—old boy could be plac
ed with Supreme Court and, if necessar
y, to the U.S.
Lucas while the state evaluated whet
her she Supreme Court, said Richard
C. Kimberly, .
could adopt him.
Lucas‘ lawyer.
Lucas, who bore the child while she
was
The case has been further complicated
an unmarried teenager, surrendered her
by
paren— a bankruptcy petition filed by the
Lucases in
tal rights on Sept. 8, 1992, after a hist
ory of August, a month before they beg
an trying to
child neglect, drug and alcohol abuse.
regain custody of the boy.
,
«She filed a request to reverse the deci
sion
They listed assets of $5,677 and debt
on Sept. 9, 1993 — a day too late unde
s of
r state $43,573, but a private adoption speci
alist they
law. That left adoption her only chan
ce.
hired to prepare a report to Mura on
their pa—
But appellate Judge Rosselle Pekelis
wrote rental suitability said they told her
they were
that under state law, "termination of
parental debt—free.
rights deprives a parent of standing to
appear
They were represented in Bankrupt
in all legal proceedings concerning his
cy
or her Court by David Vis, the only
partner in
child."
%
Kimberly‘s law office at the time, but
Kim—
The boy has been living with Ross
and berly has denied any knowledge of the
Louis Lopton of Seattle, who were
bank
—
granted ruptcy case until someti
me after the
custody as foster parents by the state
Dept. of adoptionbattlebegan. ——
efforts.
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"I keep myself very busy," the
24—year—old
Ms. Bottoms said in an intervie
w at the subur—
ban apartment she shares with
April Wade.
"Our house stays very clean.
I just do things
to try to keep it off my mind."
Scattered throughout the
apartment are
many reminders: framed phot
os of Tyler, a
poster—board card from supp
orters in Califor—
nia stapled to his bedroom
wall, a lace doily
with an ornate cutout of his
name on a living _
room table.
She‘s not the only one left
to wait.
Ms. Bottoms‘ mother, Kay,
is "getting ap—
prehensive" and "wishes the
decision would
come on down," said her atto
rney, Richard L.
Ryder.
The case made Sharon Bottom
s a national
figure in the fight for homosexua
l rights, a dis—
tinction she‘d rather have gon
e without. Nev—
‘ertheless, she is thankful for
the support she
receives.
She shows three large mani
la envelopes
stuffed with mail.
:
"Every single one is positive
," she said.
"And this isn‘t the half of it."
Since 1985, about 100 homose
xuals have
gained parental rights through
the courts in
what is called a co—parent, seco
nd—parent or
same—gender adoption, acc
ording to San
Francisco‘s National Center
for Lesbian
continuedonpage27 —
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Gay Student‘s Book Review Spawns Controversy at High School
}

By Sean O‘Sullivan
The Salisbury Daily Times
BERLIN, Md. (AP) — In the .

«past several months, 17—year—old
Jennifer Canard, has twice called
her mother in tears asking her to
come to Stephen Decatur High
School and take her home.
In addition to the pressure of
schoolwork, Canard has gotten
‘into shouting matches in the
lunchroom, been called things
unprintable in a family newspa—
per and jostled in the hall. She
also watched the entire girls‘
washroom quickly empty as she
entered.
Canard, a junior, returns to
school each day only with a great
deal of reluctance. Her mother,
— Debbie Hindi, said because of the
past few months she no longer

feels certain her child will be se—
cure in the hands of the school
system. Every day seems to hold
the promise of more trouble.
Why the anguish? Jennifer Ca—
nard is Gay and nearly everyone
at Stephen Decatur High School
knows it.
Despite her distinction as a tar—
get of scorn at SDHS, Canard ap—
pears to be a normal teen—ager:
slightly shy around strangers and
terminally embarrassed by her
family. When her mother injected
herself into a conversation, Ca—
nard rolled her eyes, flashed the
braces on her teeth and drawled
out as only a teen—ager could:
"Mother!"
"I guess I‘m different from
most other kids... but I don‘t think
so," she said.
Canard‘s emerging sexual ori—

entation, which she said she has
never tried to hide, was elevated
to a matter of public debate ear—
lier this year after a parent com—
plained in an open school board
meeting about an article Canard
wrote in the school newspaper.
In the November issue of the
Stephen Decatur "Hawk," Ca—
nardfavorably reviewed "Tim &
Pete: A Unique Love Story," a
book with homosexual themes.
"I am going to take a risk and
recommend this book to anyone
with an appreciation for humor
and a love for the realistic," wrote
Canard.
She did not realize exactly
how risky that recommendation
would be.
The review touched off a wave
of homophobia at the school. A
second wave followed a month

later when Tom Anderson, a par—
ent and local political activist,
complained The Hawk was "pro—
moting the Gay agenda" in allow—
ing the review to be printed. He
said school officials should exer—
cise morecontrol over what is put
into the newspaper.
"I (and several other parents)
felt it was not proper for a high
school paper. Suppose it had been
(a review about) a pedophile love
story," said Anderson. "The
school paper is supposed to carry
things about proms and sports
events."
Canard‘s article was not sexu—
ally explicit, nor did it endorse
homosexuality, but Anderson
said encouraging students to read
that book was "almost recruit—
ment."
:
‘

The paper‘s faculty adviser,

Presents

A Variety Show

Saturday,

May

14

at

Doors Open at 7 pm + Show at 8 p
$3 Donation

Proceeds Benefit

the school principal and the board
of education all stood by the de—
cision to publish the review, say—
ing it was an opinion piece and
Canard was entitled to her opin—
ion. .
}
"I honestly did not think (the
review) would be controversial.
I underestimated the opposition
to that lifestyle," said student
editor—in—chief Jamie Hand,
adding she was happy to get
some diversity of opinion in the
paper.
Faculty adviser Shirley
Moran said this was not the first
article The Hawk has ever pub—
lished that dealt with homo—
sexuality.
Anderson‘s comments, how—
ever, caught the attention of the
local press and two papers car—
ried reports of the controversy.
Soon afterward, a reporter
called Canard at home and
asked her point blank: "Are you
homosexual?"
Canard, whosaid she had
been struggling with that ques—
tion for about two years, put
the reporter on hold for
several minutes to consider her
answer and ask her IBOLBCLIOL __—
advice.
Hindi told Canard she could
always decline to answer, but
she eventually told the reporter
she was bisexual.
She said she does not regret
admitting the truth, but added,
"Once you say it, it‘s not some—
thing you can take back."
The next school day, copies
of the newspaper were all over.
Canard said the negative reac—
tion was not limited to fellow
students. At one point, a faculty
member holding a copy of the
story, loudly voiced his nega—
tive opinion within earshot of
Canard.
"The positive responses I‘ve
received have overcome all the
negative things for me," said
Canard, who has received many
supportive phone calls and
letters, some from Gay students
who have looked to her for sup—
port.
While Canard said she had
no regrets, she conceded her
comments have made life
tough.
. "It has been stressful, espe—
cially for my family and for my
mom," she said. "I just deal
with it the best I can."

ato

Student Who Th
reatened

Gays

advocate Mary Poole, who then re—

Suspended For
Two Years
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —The Uni—

__

can society is in a period of transi—
tion that will ultimately lead it to
embrace full and equal participation
of homosexuals in the military.
President Clinton‘s attempt to
change military policy, while not
wholly successful, has nonetheless
accelerated this development. The
trustees now commit Dartmouth
College to help push the transition
forward," the statement said.
ROTC has been disputed at
Dartmouth for years. It was phased
out in 1973, at the height of anti—
Vietnam war sentiment. Army
ROTC was reinstated in1 985. Four
years ago, the college urged the Pen—

tagon to drop its ban on homosexu—
als in ROTC.
"The security interests of the
Unites States are best served by pub—
lic policies that assure a supply of
talented officers from our colleges
and universities and that the public
regards as fair and appropriate. In my
judgement, the Department of
Defense‘s policy of discriminating
against homosexuals in ROTC, at a
time whenall other forms of invidi—
ous discrimination have been pro—
hibited, puts both of these goals at
risk," said a letter from university
president James Freedman to the De—
partment of Defense.

Da
rt
mo
ut
h:
R
O
TC Sta ys But
Pentagon
Should Change
Gay Policies

Center

versity of South Florida student who laye
HANOVER, N.H. (AP)— Army
d it to two individual students
_ ROTC will stay at Dartmouth Col—
made
telep
hone
death
threat
s
to
who
a
had
come to her office for coun—
lege, but the school‘s Board ofTrust—
Gay and
Lesbi
an
stude
nt
grou
p
selin
has
g
after
feeling victimized by the
ces says it‘s not happy with the
been suspended from
the
unive
rsity
threa
ts.
f
:
s
Pentagon‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
for two years.
In.several anonymous calls to the
policy and will try to persuade the
The student, sophomore Nelson USF Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual
government to change it.
Trujillo,
was
told
he
could
reapp
Coal
ly
itio
n,
Trujillo had identified
The board voted Saturday to keep
to USF before then
but
that
he
must
hims
elf
as
a
kille
r
and
promised that
ROTC but says last year‘s federal
first undergo counseling with
a
parti
li—
cular
numb
ers
of
Gay
men,
Les—
policy on homosexuals in the mili—
censed mental health counselor. To bian
s and bisexuals would be mur—
tary places schools in an unaccept—
be readmitted, Trujillo also must be dere
d on certain dates.
able position.
willing to have his couns
elor
discu
ss
Pam
Morr
is,
the
co—c
hairwoman
his case with USF‘s counselors
"The policy forces Dartmouth, as
.
of
the
coali
tion,
was
one
of
the
stu—
well as other colleges and universi—
Trujillo, 20, still faces possible dents who
went to Poole‘s office for
ties, to make an unconscionable
criminal
char
ges
thro
ugh
help.
the
She
agreed to tell reporters
choice as to which students they
Hillsborough State
Atto
rney
Truji
‘s
llo‘s
puni
shme
nt,
saying it was
wish to disadvantage," a statement
Office, which is reviewing the case. importan
t that students and others
said.
.
Truji
llo‘s
suspe
nsion
from
kno
the
w
whet
her the university treated
university
The board says it wants to ensure
was
discl
osed
Apr.
the
13
deat
h
threats seriously.
Dartmouth students can participate
after student disci
pline
offic
ials
Morr
is
origi
nally
had gone to
in the military program, but it wants
reached a compromise with USF‘s Poole
after failing to get any other
— vict
an officers‘ training program that
im
advo
cate
.
unive
rsity office to respond to the
does not discriminate against any—
The stud
ent
disci
pline
offic
threa
e
ts.
Cast
or has since said that
one based on sexual orientation.
originally had resisted
any
relea
cam
se
of
pus
poli
ce
shou
ld have re—
the information, arguing that disci— spon
ROTC‘s anti—Gay policy runs
ded to the threats more quick
ly.
plinary matters are always confiden—
Trujillo has declined to answer ‘counter to Dartmouth‘s equal oppor—
tial, except in
tunity policies.
cases
of
viole
nce
ques
to
tion
s
from
repor
ters,
but
in
a
let—
particular people.
The school said it might join
ter to the USF Oracle newspaper,
he
cour
t
case
s
chal
lenging the homo—
apologized for making the phon
e
sexual
ban
and
migh
t
try
to
pressure
calls, saying he was acting out
of
the White Hous
e,
Cong
ress
and mili—
"deep frustration" with Gays and
a
tary leaders.
f
wi"lifestyle" he cannotagree with, — % —— "Th
e trustees believe that Ameri— _
But under prodding from USF
President Betty Castor, vice presi—
dent Harold Nixon ultimately agreed
to forward the informationto victim
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City Divided Over Domestic Partners Program
By Peggy Fikac
Associated Press Writer
AUSTIN (AP) — Is the issue
fairness and fiscal responsibility, or
immorality and ill—spent tax money?
Depends on which side‘s talking
about health insurance for the
married partners of Austin city em—
_ ployees.
The program applies to hetero—
sexuals, Gays and Lesbians. It faces
a citywide vote in May.
The controversial benefit was
approved last yearby the City Coun—
cil. But opponents gathered thou—
sands of petition signatures to place
it on the May 7 ballot.
Backers of the insurance program
have geared up to fight the ballot
proposition, which would limit city
health insurance benefits to an
employee‘s spouse, parents, chil—
dren, siblings, grandparents, and
spouse‘s parents and grandparents.
A spouse would be defined as an
employee‘s husband or wife.
Now the jabs are flying, with each
side characterizing the other as radi—
cal.
"We think it‘s irresponsible
spending by the city in light of all
the other problems we have ... We
believe that it is morally wrong,"
said the Rev. Charles Bullock. He‘s

minister of Christ Memorial Inde—
pendent Baptist Church and presi—
dent of Concerned Texans Inc., a
group that led the petition drive.
The city‘s program sends a mes—
sage to youngpeople thatit‘s all right
to live together without being mar—
ried, and it condones illegal behav—
ior because Texas has an
anti—sodomy law on the books, he .
said.
Supporters of offering insurance
benefits to employees‘ domestic
partners say Bullock‘s group is
wrong.
"This is not a vote on morality.
This is a vote on fairness. This is a
vote on equal benefits ... for equal
work," said Hugh Strange, spokes—
man for the Mainstream Austin Coa—
lition, a group formed to fight the
proposition.
_
The program so far is well below
initial cost estimates, which topped
$700,000, Strange added. Ninety—
eight of the 492 eligible city employ—
ees have signed up at a cost of less
than $104,000, he said.
"This campaign... is about one
one—hundredth of 1% of the city bud—
get," he said. Nearly 70 of the work—
ers in the program are heterosexual,
Strange said.
Rob Schneider, former associate
state insurance commissioner yevho

is with Consumers Union and sup—
ports the coalition, said uninsured
people often do without less costly
preventive care. They wait until an
illness has progressed so far it re—
quires treatment at a hospital emer—
gency room, "the most expensive
place in town," he said
"The decision to extend health
insurance benefits is not only a fair
thing to do, it is a fiscally respon—
sible thing to do," he said.
The benefits are not free, he
added. Domestic partners must foot
50% of the city‘s cost, plus co—pay—
ments and deductibles, he said.
Strange calledConcerned Texans
"part of the radical right and their
national political movement to write
their national political agenda into
law."
An Austin win could give them
momentum around the country, he
said.
Bullock said his "grassroots"
group has received no money from
outside sources. Meanwhile, he said,
the opposition is trying to raise
money nationally.
"The other side calls themselves

ce

aspect of it," Bullock said. "We‘ve
got a multitude of people who are
upset about the taxes here in the

He said he is not targeting homo— city."
While the $104,000 is less than
sexuals, and that he is just as con— —
cerned about the moral implications initial projections, the money could
of heterosexual unmarried couples be used to address other problems,
such as crime, he said. "It‘s a matter
living together.
Many who oppose the program of principle."
"don‘t even care about the religious
Two Ministers Criticize
Mayor‘s Proclamation

"I wanted to take a policy action
ALBUQUERQUE (AP) —Two
Baptist ministers say they don‘t be— which was substantive in nature to
lieve the late Rev. Martin Luther mark his civil rights legacy in an
King Jr. wouldagree with Mayor appropriate manner. ... Today we
Martin Chavez invoking King‘s take a small step toward justice; I
name in prohibiting discrimination believe Dr. King would approve,"
the news release said.
against Gays.
Cates and Knight said they don‘t
Frank Cates, minister of Mount
Zion Baptist Church and head of the believe in discriminating against ho—
local SouthernChristian Leadership mosexuals, but said Gay behavior
Conference, and Ron Knight, pas— shouldn‘t be a protected legal cat—
tor at St. Luke‘s Baptist Church, said egory because it goes against their
that Chavez insulted the Black com— Christian beliefs.
However, Chavez cited the words
munity by banning discrimination
against homosexuals on the anniver— used by King‘s widow, Coretta Scott
King, last year when she spoke in
sary of King‘s death.
Chavez issued an executive or— favor of Gays serving in the military.
She quoted her husband as say—
der prohibiting City Hall from dis—
mainstream. Basically, it‘s a Gay criminating on the basis of sexual ing, "Injustice anywhere is a threat
agenda ... We‘re more mainstream. orientation or medical condition.
to justice everywhere.... Like Mar—
They‘re far, radical left," said Bul—
The mayor‘s news release Apr. tin, I don‘t believe you can stand up
lock.
4 cited the anniversary of King‘s as— for freedom for one group of people
and deny it to others."
sassination.

The Exodus has begun.

When Moses‘ people were freed from bondage, their journey is remembered
as Exodus. They were escaping the oppression placed upon them by the
Egyptian government — much like our congregation has escaped from the
bondage of untruths.
Through prayer, faith, and worship, we‘re learning the truth. As a result of
sharing those truths, our congregation has grown in truth, love —and size.
To accommodate our numbers, we have moved from our building on
Monroe Avenue, to a new location at 1559 Madison Avenue, in the
Design Center. Please join us aswe travel, in God‘s love, to our ultimate
home with Him.

Holy Trinity
Community
—Church
_

1559 Madison

Services: Sunday School at 10:10 a.m., Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m. and
Evening

Worshlp at 6:30 p.m. : Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m.
Pastor — Rev. Ethan Pruett
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Body Works

2052 Clifton
Memphis, TN 38127
(901) 353—4604
Sandy George, Owner

LEVI LEATHER BAR
HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
1382 Poplar
PH: (901) 726—5263
Memphis, TN 38104

Come play Shufftelsard with Sheba

NIKITA‘S BAR AND GRILL
2117 PEABODY AVE. e MEMPHIS, TN 38104 %
Owner
Shirley Ward
(901) 272—1700

Preferred Rates

+

(901) 2722853
#52 S8. Cooper
HERBS — FOLIAGE — GIFTS + ETC.

Auto
Homeowners
Business
Insuring in the
Gay/Lesbian
Community
For 18 Years
DUIs & SR—22s
Filed Immediately
Tom Webb
Owner
(901) 682—2170
4646 Poplar
Memphis, IN 38117

HCHCHCHCCHX

LIPS TOGETHER
TEETH APART
by Terrance NcNally — a show about
friends and family dealing....
May 12 — June 12
1705 Poplar Ave. ph. 726—4656

HOK

HOKHOKBOMHHHCOOHXC

Clrcuzt
presents Playhouse

The

SIX DEGREES OF
S E PA RAT I 0 N
BY JOHN GUARE
A play about sex, race, age, trust, and betrayal
April 29 — June 5
:Playhouse on the Square
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* Holy Trinity
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Services, 11 am &
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* Gay & Lesbian
Support Grp., MSU,
call Dr, Alkekruse
678—2068
* Gay Alternative Hour,
WEVL, FM 89.9,
* pGayMLife Styles Disc.
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*+ G&L Support Grp., 9
MSU, Call 678—2068

* ACT—UP Mtg.,
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Chorus Benefit
Dinner, 5—7 pm
MGLCC
>
* Holy Trinity
Community Church
Services, 11 am &
7 pm

+ Gay Alternative Hour,
WEVL, FM 89.9, 6 pm
* Gay Life Styles Disc.
Grp., MGLCC, 7pm
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* G&L Support
_ |— Grp., MSU, Call Dr.
Alkekruse 678—2068
+ Gay Alternative Hour,

WEVL, 6 pm
«FFEL Dinner, St.
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Trinity Community
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Dance Lessons
Reflections, 8 pm
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* Prayer Hour
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For Persons With HIV,

First Congregational,
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&
i
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_
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+Lambda Men‘s
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*Memphis Pride Mtg.,
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+FFL Yard Sale
» BisexualAlliance,
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1 3 |» Volunteer

Movie Night, 7 pm
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+ Bible Study, Holy
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Church, 7:30 pm
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* Prayer Hour _
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HIV, First Congrega—
tional, $13ng

* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Prescott Mem. Bapt.
Church., 7 pm

«AA Mtg., MGLCC,

*GRACE
CallJohnMtg./Liturgy,
725—5237©
8pm
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1486 Madison

State Pride Mtg.,

+ Southern Country
Monthly Hoedown,
Reflections
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2pm
+MGLCC Potluck,
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i
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+ Prayer Hour
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* Hell on Heels —
‘Amnesia
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+ AIDS Healing Sve./
— Bible Study, Holy
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_

Elegance Pageant,
Reflections,
10:30 pm
* Regional NOW
Conference, Oxford,
MS. Call Virginia
Stallworth at 272—0560

s GBAGE Mig. Call John

$ Hilary, 30 p
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8 pm

11am & 7pm

11am & 7 pm
semen iets
Support Grp.,
Meristem, 6 pm

4 Study, Holy "®
® Bible
Trinity Community
Church, 7:30 pm
sn.O.W, Mtg., Main
Library, 7pm

* Gay Teens,
MGLCC, 7 pm —
* PLUS — PLWA
Support, MGLCC,
7pm
+86ALA msy, uo.
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Cp, MCLCC, Tom

* HTCC Services,

«MissSouthern

» Stations of the Cross, St.
Therese Cath. Ch,, 7 pm
Country Dance
Lessons, Reflections,
9 pm
+Regional NOW
Conference, Oxford,
MS. Call Virginia
Stallworth at 272—0560

s

1528 Madison
(901) 278—9321

(901) 726—5790
(901) 728—GAYS
Space donated as a public
service of the
Triangle Journal News.
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* Tsarus AIDA Run .

* Sistahs Meeting,
Meristem, 6:30 pm

* Transgender Alliance,
MGLCC, 1 pm for

* MGLCC Movie:Night,
7pm _.
+ Southern Country
Dance Lessons,

changing, 2 pm mtg. —
+Women‘s Discussion
Group, MGLCC,
7:30 pm

Reflections, 9 pm
+Tennessee Leather
Tripe Club Night,
WKRB

* Speaker—Rev Jim
Hawk, MGLCC,
7:30pm
+ Military Night,
Pipeline

+TJN DUE OUT ap

=>

Movie Night, 7 pm
* Brothers & Sisters
f
Bowling League, Park

Lanes, 7 pm, Call
Tony 272—3875
« Southern Country
Dance Lessons,

Reflections, 9 pm
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FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
321 BELLEVUE
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
. 38174—0389
(901) 278—AIDS
Information,
Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry —
A public service ofthe Triangle Journal News

DirectorTries To Surmount Politics To Depict Real Cuba
By Susan Linnee
Associated Press Writer
MADRID, Spain (AP) — On
first reading, Strawberry and Choco—
late, the Cuban entry that won the
Silver Bear at the Berlin Film Festi—
val this year, is about homosexual—
ity, a politically charged subject in
the Caribbean island nation.
But for director Tomas Gutierrez
Alea, his ninth feature—length film is,
even more, a pointed reminder that
above and beyond politics there is
the country called Cuba and its cul—

ture.

—

"This is a story about an edu—
cated, cultivated homosexual in love
with his country," the veteran direc—
tor said in an interview in the Span—
ish capital where he was presenting
a retrospective of his work.
"Through him, we can speak
about the country, about its culture,
its music and about the city of Ha—
vana."
The 65—year—old director of The
Death ofthe Bureaucrat, Memories
of Underdevelopment and The Last
Supper, feels there is too much
polemicizing about Cuba.
"It‘s seen either as a Communist

~Friends For
Life

Yard Sale
May 7th

‘To Donate an Item, Call

725—0521 ~~4

19 N COOPER

hell or a Communist paradise," he subtitled in Spanish. The rest were groups within the ICAIC with pro—
said. "It‘s hard to focus attention on Mexican, aimed at the rural market viding creative and emotional sup—
that couldn‘t read.
the real country."
port for film projects that might get
The 33—year U.S. economic em— a bureaucratic thumbs—down if a di—
Strawberry and Chocolate takes
place in Havana in 1979, an era when bargo has had one positive effect, he rector confronted the system alone.
the Cuban government was arrest— said. Cubans have been able to make
Before traveling to Berlin, he
ing homosexuals as social deviants and see their own movies.
spent several weeks in New York
Gutierrez Alea said he had no working on a new script with his old
and imprisoning them in "re—educa—
trouble gettinghis script for Straw— friend, Edmundo Desnoes, author of
tion camps."
David, a university student who berry and Chocolate approved by the novel Memories ofUnderdevel—
believes in the ideals of Fidel the Cuban Institute ofCinematic Art opment on which the 1967 film was
Castro‘s 1959 revolution, encounters and Industry (ICAIC). The film was based. Desnoes left Cuba for the
Diego, a homosexual who at first co—produced by the Spanish Society United States in the mid—1970s.
Gutierrez Alea said they talk of— _
tries to seduce him with hard—to—ob— of Authors and Composers and
tain Latin American novels, Indian Madrid‘s regional television station, ten about exile and the virulence of
Telemadrid. The lab work and sound those who have left the country they
tea and Scotch.
love just as much as those who re—
Gutierrez Alea uses the non— mixing were done in Mexico.
He said the film would be shown mained.
sexual friendship that develops be—
The new script is based on The
tween the two men as the canvas on commercially in several European
© which to explore the nature of cre— countries, including France and Lost Steps, a novel by Cuban author
ativity and to illustrate how inquir— Spain. He wasn‘t sure about distri— Alejo Carpentier.
The director is also at work on a
ing minds are caught in the web of a bution in the United States.
Things haven‘t always gone so treatment for "a black comedy" that
repressive, unimaginative regime.
takes place in today‘s economically
In a crash—course on Cuban cul— easily for him.
"I have had great periods of con— strapped and fuel—starved Cuba.
ture, Diego plays music by 19th—cen—
"Someone dies in Guantanamo,
tury composer Iganacio Cervantes tradiction and divergence with the
and chides David for not recogniz— system. There were times when I but he has to be buried in Havana
ing a photograph of author Jose was marginalized and unable to across the island. There isn‘t enough
travel abroad," he said. "But in the gas to transport the corpse all the
Lezama Lima — "our genius."
At one point, Diego, a free—lance end, they have always had the ma— way, so the coffin is transferred to
photographer and artist brillantly turity to respect me and my work." another vehicle in the next province.
Gutierrez Alea credits directors‘ Then somethinghappens..."
portrayed by 28—year—old Jorge
Perugorria, shows David a crum—
bling, dilapidated Havana, demand—
ing to knowwhat right "they"have __
to allow a city once known as "the
«Community Wish Lists =
pearl of the Caribbean" to fall into
ruin.
In the end, Diego is forced into
Please consider helping these worth while
exile because he is not free to func—
organizations with your donations. —
tion as a creative person in his own:
Contributions
may be tax deductible.
country.
Gutierrez Alea, who studied at
Rome‘s Experimental Film Center_ | ; .
Memphis Gay and
_
in the 1950s, says he really has never
Lesbian Community Center
contemplated exile, despite his many
misgivings about the Cuban system.
Before 1959, Gutierrez Alea said
there was no Cuban film industry of
—* Hard disk for IBM
which to speak. About 85% offilms:
Compatible Computer
shown were from the United States,
Florida,
there is more to us

Hi! 1 just wanted to say hello. Please keep me in
mind for all your real estate needs. I would like to
be your real estate connection.
Thanks!
OFFICE (901) 278—4380
RES. (901) 363—1060
DAVIES —SOWELL, INC.
R+ E+ A ~ Le T+ O — R $
STEVE SOLOMON
wo N ® K I wom 8C

Affiliate Broker

4
[E
MLS

54 S. Cooper
_ MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104

than you know!

® Gay‘or Lesbian—themed books
for MGLCC Library
+ Office Supplies
Friends For Life
HIV Resources
— Items for May 7 Yard Sale

Florida Travel Connection
Magazine, we bring gay
Florida to your fingertips.
For a free issue send
$1.00 S&H or $6.95
for six issues, a full year.
Florida Travel Connection
118 S. Westshore Blvd., #168
—
Tampa, FI 33609

— Food , Paper and Hygiene Products for
Distribution to PWAs
' -'Leads on suitable space for
office and food pantry relocation.
Approx. 5,000 sq. ft. needed
_» Daytime volunteer receptionists
Ad space donated by the Triangle Journal News

Black, Gay and

Female Adds Up to Load of Stresses

The findings, published in the
"African—American Gay men
April issue of the American Jour—
are just coming to our attention as
nal of Psychiatry, were based on
a result of HIV. These are indi—
levels
of
depressive
distress
mea—
viduals
who are likely to be your
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Its
sured
through
such
indicators
as
next
door
neighbors, who are
tough facing the dual prejudices of _
likely to be working in a variety
being Black and Gay — but it‘s blues, loneliness, fears, physical
symptoms, relationship problems
of jobs, who may not choose to
even more stressful being Black,
and frequency of suicidal
openly identify as Gay."
Gay and female, according to
thoughts.
She noted a past tendency to
UCLA researchers.
The
survey
of
829
men
and
603
equate
stresses among Gay Afri—
A homosexual or bisexual
Black woman suffers more depres— women who identified themselves can—Americans with stresses
among any Gay group.
sive distress, which may include as homosexually active African—
Americans
showed
to
have
sub—
"We found that this population
suicidal thoughts, than a Gay
experiences high degrees of de—
Black man infected with the virus stantially higher levels of chronic
strain than heterosexual Blacks or pressive distress, most likely
that causes AIDS, they found.
whites. The comparisons were brought on by the combined social
However, their national survey
based on past studies of depressive
stigmas often attached to being
of 1,432 homosexually active Af—
distress among straight and Gay
African—American, homosexual or
rican—Americans found the most
white men and straight Blacks of both," Mays said.
stress in Black Gay men sick with
both sexes.
Sylvia Rhue, a Los Angeles
AIDS. Their distress scores were
"This
study
shows
that
distress
clinical
social worker with a doc—
high enough to hint at probable
and depression are problems that torate in human sexuality, said
clinical depression.
for African—American homo— she‘s heard the triple whammy of
Study co—author Susan D.
racism, sexism and homophobia
— Cochran, a psychology professor sexually active men and women
have
gone
unaddressed.
Clearly,
discussed among Black Lesbians.
at California State University,
homosexually active men and
"It‘s not because we‘re Les—
Northridge, and a research psy—
women represent a highly stressed — bian, Gay and Black that we have
chologist at the Institute for Social
population with specific needs for
higher levels of psychiatric dys—
Science Research at the University
mental
health
intervention,"
said
function,
but because we have so
of California, Los Angeles, said
Vickie M. Mays, a UCLA psy—
many things put upon us by being
Thursday that the 20—question sur—
Lesbian, Gay and Black," Rhue
vey cannot diagnose depression. chology professor and study co—
author.
said.
But it gives an indication of
"It‘s a population we haven‘t
"Let‘s look at the economic fac—
chronic strain, "a chronic feeling
heard from before," said Mays.
tors that cause stress and depres—
that life is hard."
By Jane E. Allen
AP Science Writer

sion. If you‘re female, you statis—
tically make less than a man. If
you‘re Black, you make statisti—
cally less than white people. If
you‘re Gay, you can be fired at any
second and potentially have fewer
opportunities if you‘re out of the
closet," she said.

And, 33% of Black Lesbians
also face the stresses of being
mothers, she said.
The study was funded by the
National Institute of Mental Health
and the National Institute of Al—
lergy and Infectious Diseases, both
in Washington, D.C.

Turn your LIFE INSURANCE into CASNOW.
H.

Internationally

Call for FREE BROCHURE
800/487—1183 or 800/786—7183
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FDA Allows Doctor
to Heat Patient‘s
Blood in

Experiment

By Henry Stern
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — With
notes of caution about creating false
hope, proponents of a limited study
to review a once—dismissed AIDS
treatment that heats a patient‘s blood
say every potential weapon against
the disease must be explored.
"Right now, the situation is pretty
grim," Sen. Frank—Lautenberg, D—
N.J., said. "If there is a chance to do
something, then perhaps it‘s a situa—
tion for a great deal of optimism."
Lautenberg, who began advocat—
ing consideration of "hyperthermia"
after learning of it from a constitu—
ent, spoke at a news conference giv—
ing further details about a feasibility
study for the treatment.
Officials with the Food and Drug
Administration said HemoCleanse
Inc. of West Lafayette, Ind., recently
won approval to conduct the experi—
mental treatment on six patients in
Miami. The FDA remains doubtful
of the efficacy, but said it is worth—
while to explore alternative ap—
proaches.
%
The National Institutes of Health
blocked similar research in 1990 by
Dr. Kenneth Alonso and another

doctor in Atlanta, after declaring that
one of the supposedly cured patients,
Carl Crawford, had cat scratch fe—
ver, not AIDS.
The experiment was moved to
Mexico, where another patient
treated with hyperthermia died.
Crawford, 37, of Atlanta; and
another former patient, Chuck
DeMarco, 35, of Union City, NJ.
were at an Apr. 14 news conference
with Lautenberg and Alonso. Both
said they are healthy and credited
hyperthermia with their recovery
from AIDS.
DeMarco, who told Lautenberg
of the procedure at a town meeting,
said he quickly began recovering
after being treated three years ago
in Rome. He had suffered from a
chronic cough, was sleeping at least
18 hours a day and had Kaposi‘s sar—
coma, a cancer common to AIDS
patients that created lesions on his
throat and thigh.
—
"I went walking around Rome for
a couple of hours, hopped a train to .
Venice and spent 10 days there,"
DeMarco said.
_.‘
$
Alonso said Pittsburgh—based
IDT Inc., which is working with
HemoCleanse, will test the safety of
the device used to heat the blood up .

to "blood boiling" as reason for op—
timism.
"Hyperthermia had a big media
splash before," Hodel said. "The

to 115 degrees and putit back in the
patient at a slightly cooler tempera—
ture to kill off the virus in bone mar—
row and organs. He said researchers
need to see if the virus was killed,
and if patients‘ immune systems are
stimulated.
He said the original tests have
been modified to reduce the flow of
blood back into the body, thus im—
proving safety levels. He likened the
procedure to dialysis.
Alonso said 19 of31 patients who
underwent the procedure in Italy
survived the first year, when statis—
tics indicated only 11 would have
survived without any treatment. He
said learning survival rates for sub— —
sequent years have been hampered
by difficulties in tracking patients
since the studies were conducted
outside the United States.
"We have demonstrated a sur—
vival advantage," Alonso said. "In
this illness, what counts is survival.
Do you live?"
Derek Hodel, treatment issues
director for the AIDS Action Coun—
cil in Washington, said the FDA has
been appropriately cautious to allow
studies on AIDS treatments to com—
pile data.
Hodel said it is too early to point

Coping
be

with

a

consensus in the community about
hyperthermia is that it really had
unwarranted publicity several years
ago."
R

AIDS

financial
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not
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Does Diabilities Act Preclude Insuranc
e |

Caps For PWAs?
By Frank Baker
Associated Press Writer

edge of Mr. Senter‘s illness,"
AIDS," Schulte said. "The reason
Carparts lawyer James Reidy said.
people at AWANE did not know
"Furthermore, Carparts maintains
is because claims are administered
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A
that such a disease—specific limita—
by a third party, and diagnoses are:
federal court battle involving a dead tion on health benefits was in viola— ‘not included
on claims checks."
man and two New Hampshire com— tion of state anti—discrimination
Furthermore, Schulte said the
panies could change how insurance Statutes as well as the (Americans
disabilities act doesn‘t apply to this
companies deal with AIDS—afflicted with Disabilities Act)."
case. He said the act stipulates that
clients.
Automotive Wholesalers over—
for companies to fall under its aus—
Randy Senter, who was president sees a medical reimbursement plan
pices they must have at least 25
of Carparts Distribution Center of that is funded by employers and
employees (Automotive Whole—
Plaistow, died of AIDS in January
employees. The money contrib—
salers has 10), be a "place of pub—
1993. Before then, however, he be— uted is used to fund people‘s
lic accommodation" such as a
gan legal action against Automotive claims, and is administered by a
hospital or restaurant, or be an
Wholesalers Association of New third—party company.
employer.
England, a Peterborough—based pro—
Senter and his employees were
"The allegation is that (the act)
vider of group health insurance.
members of the plan, and had been applies to people who take
on the
Senter claimed Automotive since 1977. In May 1986, Senter
responsibility of employers,"
Wholesalers improperly capped the was diagnosed with HIV, the vi— ~ Schulte said.
j
amount of lifetime benefits available rus that leads to AIDS. By the time
""We‘re not covered by the act.
to AIDS patients at $25,000. Other— he died, his medical bills totaled
We‘re not an employer of Senter
wise, lifetime benefits are capped at $119,000, according to lawyer
or his company, we didn‘t control
$1 million.
James Shirley. _
the employer‘s plan. We offered a
Senter‘s lawyers argue the
Automotive Wholesalers insti—
plan with certain benefits, but not
_ Americans with Disabilities Act, tuted the $25,000 cap Jan. 1, 1991,
different from what is offered by
which took effect in 1992, precludes leaving Senter‘s estate with a hefty
dozens of other companies."
such lowering of caps for AIDS pa— bill.
A ruling is expected later this
tients. U.S. District Judge Martin
Automotive Wholesalers‘ law—
year, and Schulte said he wouldn‘t
Loughlin rejected the argument yer James Schulte said the cap had
be surprised if the case is sent back
without a hearing last year, and the nothing to do with Senter or his
to Loughlin.
=.
case recently was argued before the hospital bill.
The U.S. District Court for the
First Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals
"The people who were admin—
Southern District of New York has
in Boston.
istering the plan did not know he
a similar case pending, and it‘s be—
"Carparts maintains that the cap had AIDS. In fact, the allegations
lieved to be the only other one in—
on AIDS—related illnesses was insti— are that not one of his company‘s
volving issues raised in the
tuted because AWANE had knowl— 50 to 60 employees knew he had
Carparts case.

Financial concerns can hinder your
ability to cope
with a personal crisis on your own
terms.
f
Selling your life insurance policy can
help reduce financial
stress and allow you to regain contr
ol of your personal
affairs.
:
We can help. Our counselors will
assist you with
honesty and respect, while we offer
some of the best
rates for your policy. You will feel
comfortable with us.

Individual
(800)

.~

Benefits

800—3264

Inc.

(» ns)

SUSAN MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809
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oy ScoutBoard Member
Denies Being Gay
SAN DIEGO(AP)—Anexecu—
dropped
a bombshell
byanacquain—
bringing
tiveboard
memberofthe
local
Boy
,
Crouse
and
Len
Potter,
Scoutisn‘tcouncil
testified incountering
court that tanceofLeach‘s,tocourt.Pottertes—
hestatementsbytwo
a homosexual,
tified
he hadinseen
Leach
fondling
menwhosupport
anotherman
aGay
X—ratedvideo
overturning a ban on Gays in the store.
—
_ scoutingorganization.
On
Apr.
18,
Edwards,
represent—
With hiswatching,
wife of 13Christopher
years and ing the Boy Scouts and Leach, in—
supporters
troduced
into
evidence
documentsin
Leach
ofPoway
on
Apr.
18
denied
showing
Potter
was
convicted
he hadvisited
avideostoreorbath—
Riverside County in 1988 of four
houseand
said
hedidn‘teven
know
chargesoforalcopulationwithboys,
J.7 that
MarkCrouse,
who
testified
Aprilin forwhich
hewassentencedtothree
he
had
had
sex
with
Leach
years
and
eight
months
inheprison.
thespring
of
1991.
Leach
testified
that
believes
Leach,
37,
was
initially
called
to
Potterisbiasedagainsthimbecause
testify
lastmonthby
lawyersforthe
hehadtolayoffPotter‘sformerwife
Boy
Scouts
who
are
fighting
acivil
from
herjob
at his accountingfirm.
lawsuit
seeking
to
overturn
the
ban
Healso
said
hehaddifficultieswith
on Gays.
Potter beingon late
in Comanche
making leasehe
Leach
hadtestifiedin
Marchthat
payments
a
Jeep
practices
areand"contrary
rented to Potter.
tohomosexual
the
laws
of
God"
said
the
Leach also denied having an af—
Scoutoath‘spromisetobe"morally
fairwithCrouse,sayingthathespent
straight"
means
that Gays should be his weekend evenings at Scouting
barredfrom
theorganization.
activities
ortowith
his wifeorandoutfam—for
The
lawsuit
was
filed
by
Chuck
ily,
going
the
movies
Merino,wasanexpelled
El Cajonfrompoliceofficer
pizza."I‘veneverbeenintoaGaybath—
who
leadership
of anrevealed
Explorerhisgroup
after he pub—in house,
and I don‘t
know
a man
licly
homosexuality
named
Crouse,"
Leach
said.
August
1992.
Superior
Court Judge
Anthony
After
Leach
testified
in
March,
Joseph
isexpectedto
issueawritten
Merino‘s lawyer, Everett Bobbitt, decision in thecasein afewweeks.
Memphis’
Oldest
Gay Bar

PTA Members Worried By Resolution
Protecting Gay, Lesbian Students
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. Even ifit passes, local PTAswill who teach that homosexuality is
(AP) — Members ofthe PTA here not be forced to encourage their immoral. "You realize you are dis—
are worried that a state PTA reso— schools or district to change poli— criminating against families with
lution concerning the protection cies to comply, said Haley, a Judeo—Christian values?" said one
of Gay and Lesbian students from Colorado Springs resident. Pas— woman.
harassment would promote a sage would allow the state organi— Some PTA members, such as
lifestyle they disapprove.
zation to be a resource for local Randy Popineau from Madison El—
Colorado Springs is the head— PTAs seeking information or ementary, asked why the PTA
quarters of Colorado for Family speakers.
didn‘t take a stand condemning the
Values, the group that led Amend— The PTA, officials point out, homosexual lifestylebecause that
ment 2, Colorado‘s anti—Gay con— has a long history of standing up would "better represent the state."
stitutional amendment, to passage for the rights of all children. They As evidence he pointed to the
in 1992.
*
see the resolution not as an issue majority ofColoradans who voted
Local PTA members attended of condemning or condoning a for Amendment 2, which would
an informational meeting about the certain lifestyle, but rather one of prohibit laws protecting Gays from —
resolution to be decided at a state protecting students from harass— discrimination based on sexual ori—
convention in DenverApril 28—30. ment.
entation.
f
An eight—member committee of
However, many parents and A study by one researcher, in—
the Colorado PTA this winter community members railed cluded in a 1989 report by the U.S.
passed the resolution unani— against the resolution. Some are Department of Health and Human
mously, so it must be heard at the worried that school officialswon‘t Services, estimated that Gay and
convention. The committee cited require prior parental consent, as Lesbian teens may account for as
several studies showing unusually is included in the PTA resolution, many as 30% ofall youth suicides.
high dropout, suicide and before handing out information on However the National Institute of
homelessness rates for Gay and homosexuality.
Mental Health reported that a more
Lesbian youth.
Pat Zynen, said parental con— recent study put the figure at 10%.
Some groups are encouraging sent won‘t be enough to shield — But those figures are hard to put
people to pressure the state orga— youngsters. "Peers are still going in context. Researchers have said
nization to pull it off the agenda, to be talking to each other and the percentage of homosexuals
but PTA bylaws prohibit that, state sharing information with one an— ranges from 1% to 10% —and any
president Jan Haley told the over— other," she said.
figure brings disagreement.
flow crowd of about 130 that at— Other parents charged thatthe
tended the Apr. 11 meeting. _ resolution is an affront to families
MEMPHIS
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Only 24—Hr.
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And This

Slow

. We didn‘t do very many excit—
ing things last month. We did, how—
ever, find friends in many of the.
same old places and we took the time
to enjoy that. For a social flit—about
like ourselves it was a most refresh—
‘ ing and pleasant interlude.

An

attendee

at

the

recent

Pearl

Jam concert at the Coliseum told us

that lead singer, Eddie Veder told the

crowd that he really felt good on his

arrival in Memphis. He saw sunshine

and green

things growing and

men

holding hands with women and kiss—

ing and men holding hands with men

Cut the Sweet Talk
Department
It has come to our attention that
the anti—Gay/Lesbian sentiment for
which Mississippi is famous is very
much in evidence in the North Mis—
sissippi casinos. Though we know
at least two Gay men who went to
work down there, we wonder if these
allegations are true. Somebody let us
know.
In case you are imagining that
Memphis has turned into a wonder
ful, doesn‘t—matter—if—you‘re—queer
place we wish to report the follow—
— ing incident:

and

kissing.... This provoked some

hostile reaction so

he asked for the

audience‘s opinion by acclamation.

When asked was it OK to be Gay in

Memphis, the overwhelming major—

ity voted no. There were vocal sup—

porters but the majority disapproved.

He then said, "Well, all of you who

voted

no

are

a

bunch

of

fucking

assholes!"

We respect those whose personal

experience lead them to believe we

are

making

This

progress,

incident,

to

moi,

and

we

is just

are.

a

tad

scary. Which means we just need to

stay busy.

TO: 3175 Poplar Avenue
Across from East High School
Next to Party Perfect .

(

Coming Soon:
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Gourmet Coffees & Teas
Gourmet Gift Baskets

And Much—More!! _
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ROSES
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Dozen — Cash & Carry — $14.95

church and what led him to begin a Obscure Saying ofthe Month
new worshipping community. Do— New motto for the Germantown
Pride News and Notes
nations will be taken at the door. Housewives
We announce with great delight We need volunteer assistance to Naugahyde: of Uniform
that Meristem and Friends will be help stage the main events of Pride Vidi, veni, dormi. (We saw, we
this year‘s Grand Marshals for the weekend. ThenextmeetingofMem— came,
we fell asleep.)
annual Pride Parade. Audrey May phis Pride is Saturday, May 7, 10
was approached with the idea, the a.m. at
The Runaround
staffofMeristemmetandall decided
Miss
Southern
Elegance will take
to participate. The Parade will
place
at
Reflections
on April 30.
step offfrom the MGLCC at 2
Amnesia
will
present the
p.m. on Sunday, June 12, and
Hell
on
Heels
fashion
show on
move down Madison, through
May
5.
OvertonSquare,then southon
J—Wag‘s will present Thee
~ Cooperto Peabody Parkfor a
Men
of Ecstacy on May 9.
rally. Music at the rally site
Aphrodite
will hold a Vari—
will be providedbyTheSearch
ety
Show
at
Reflecti
ons May 14 —
(whoplayed earlierthisyearfor
to
benefit
Loving
Arms.
the Women‘s Discussion
The Lambda.Men‘s Chorus
Group).
will
hold a Pasta fundraiser May
Saturday, June12, the Expo will
15
at
MGLCC.
return to the MGLCC. This will be
Leather Tribe will
a community "trade show" includ— MGLCC.
f holdTennessee
aClub
Night
at WKRB on May
ing clubs, agencies, organizations The following week, Volunteer . 20.
and vendors. Part of the event will State Pride, Inc., will meet in Mem— The Pipeline will hold a Military
takeplaceat MGLCC, part down the phis. The MGLCC will honor this Night
May 21.
street at WKRB, and Holy Trinity organization atthe monthly Pot Luck GOCS
will take its annual trip to
Community Church (located across at the Center that evening.
New
Orleans
the street) will participate. This is a A fundraiserat Reflections is ten— weekend. on Memorial Day
wonderful opportunity for finding tativelyscheduledforSaturday,June
out about that Resources listing you 4 to help underwrite Pride events.
Note ofPassage
always wanted to investigate. Food
Liz
Carrington
died
—anddrink will be available at both
Bits and Pieces Department during the month of(TimAprilWyse)
of
com—
Expo locations. For information Congratulations to the Commu—
from AIDS. She had a
about participating, see the Pride ar— nity Center. Charles Butler has real— plications
long
career
as an impersonator and
ticle on pg. 9.
ized the culmination of his efforts was one of Memphis
beautiful
That evening, the 14th annual andthedreamsofmany others in that performers for many most
years.
Pride River Ridewill leave the levy, the MGLCC now has official tax—
I—said leave the levy, around 9:30
status.
Final Round
p.m. on theIsland Queen. Entertain— _ exempt
Sweetpeas Florist has moved. Why march?
Parade?
ment will be provided by the Mys— ._Don‘t look for them behind the To find strengWhy
bers, to __
th inanum
tic Krewe ofAphrodite. Tickets and former Dillard‘s building
at Poplar affirm ourselves through ourselves,
details will surface duringthe month and Highland but across the
street show ourselves to others who are
of May. This benefits the MGLCC from East High School on Poplar. tolooking
for people like they are, to
andthe Switchboard. Ticketswill be They have a new neighbor on the faceoppression
with support, to find
$18 in advanceand $20on thedock. way which will make keeping it in unexpected friends
and share the:
A fundraiser for Memphis Pride the family much handier. More as it feeling.
will be held at the MGLCC on Sat— breaks.
f
to have a Gay old
urday, May 21, at 8 p.m. Rev. Jim — Remember that cookbook? It is time!And, ofcourse,
e
Hawk, founderofthe new Stonewall now called the Rainbow Recipes
Mission Church in Nashville will Cookboo You may want to follow Ta, ta.
speak about the founding of this this. Seek.the story on pg. 9.
Lady A.
Month

ﬁght,

REMEMBER

) Mother‘s Day — Sun., May 8
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Open: 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday—Saturday
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324—6873
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A Service besigned to Help Gay Men
and Lesbians Meet Other Singles or Couples
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Call: 1—900—678—0621
To receive a voice mailbox and to place your personal ad. Just
follow the simple instructions. Then, call back to check your mailbox
and retrieve your messages, or to just browse other ads.
w It‘s the start to finding the right companion. g?
This call is $1.98/minute
AR—TE Connection Datelines * Memphis, TN * 18+ Years
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The Stonewall Mission Church
Searching For

today. That is not to say that

said

. they does not influence us; they

New Answers

are not theauthority on which

by Vincent Astor
A new worshipping commu—
nity called the Stonewall Mis—
sion Church held its first pub—
lic worship service on Easter
Sunday of this year. The pas—
tor, Rev. Jim Hawk, states that
it is still very much in the for— —
mative stages but the mission
statement is very succinct. "The
Stonewall Mission Church is a
Christian community seeking
to hammer out a sacred, spiri—
tual space that promotes diver—
sity,
celebrates —
the

_

interconnectedness of all of life,
shares our gifts freely in minis—
try, and gives glory for all of
these things to the One who is,
The Source of Life."
The common Lectionary,
used by many denominations,
is followed often; there is Eu—_
charist every Sunday; Stone—
wall
_Mission calls itself a
fistian community. The an—
cient practices of ringing bells,
the ceremonial lighting of
_ candles and anointing with oil

are re—emphasized in worship.
"~>.But the church draws on many
re‘lglous writings, ancient and
contemporary, as readings dur—
ing the service. The person giv—
ing the homily (homily speak—
ing specifically aboutthe read—
ings, sermon being on any
themeduring worship) has five
minutes to speak. Then anyone
may share insights of their own.
There is plenty of room for
questioning; for re—asking the
questions which Chnstlans
have thought were answered for
hundreds of years and coming
to new conclusions. They are
willing to question all the way
back to the Christian scriptures
themselves and question any—
thing they feel needs to be
quesitioned.
"We would put ourselves
squarely between MCC and
Unitarians. We grew out of the
Christian tradition and will live
out of that experience. But
people in this community are
not afraid to question. The re—
lationship that God and Christ
have is something that we have
an opportunity to have as liv—
ing human beings. It is much
more important to us to be
Christ—like than to be Bible cen—
tered,"says Rev. Hawk. "The
Scriptures are not the sole au—
thority for theological debates

comm

ns o

Hele:

we base our theology. The so—

—

‘You

are

not

loved‘—

when you come to this church

logical thing, it is a very sacred

lutions of those people whose

spiritual thing, to tell another

history makes up the bible were

human being that you are loved.

good for their situations but not

That, I consider Christian."

necessarily for ours."

"The

Jim Hawk accepted a call to

redemptive

role

of

ministry while in high school

tant.

one

without the life, death and res—

MethodistConference.

urrection of Christ, we would

World
He

studied

during

at Vanderbilt and

Without

that

message,

standing

ity. At Scarritt Graduate School

with God. What moves us from

he received his Masters in Art

the state we currently are in, to

and

He

a new heaven and earth, what—

was ordained in 1988 and came

ever it will look like, that which

out in the following year. When

moves us is our redemption."

he

Education.

of our

relationship

came out to his bishop in

The small community sees

1989 he called himself a self—

itself as planting the seeds and

avowed, non—practicing homo—

looking forward to the harvest.

sexual. The bishop commented

It will take courage to question

that

the

"practicing" was not the

issue, "self—avowed" was. Jim

very

roots

and

and

conclusions.

challenged

of

the

policy of the United Methodist

any

come

to

"We can ask questions of the
faith which

mosexuals.

asked before. It is so appropri—

nomination

1991

that de—

removed

his

have

never been

li—

ate for queer Christians to do

cence to preach and his ability

that;weare on the outside of

to receive an appointment to a

the church looking in, by and

church.

large, and as outsiders we have

Over the next twoyears he

should be raising these ques—

Lesbian pride organization in

tions. We are going to really

Nashville.

deeply, and faithfully, ask some

Inclusiveness was

"There were people

to

be

included

within

he says. The

the

be

Ultimately,

redemp—

and made whole."
Rev. Jim Hawk will speak at

church, by espousing the same

a fundraiser to be held at the

values of allowing people to be

MGLCC on Saturday, May 21,

ously

which

excluded.

were

previ—

Before,

By Appointment

they

Tom Pitman
Nationally Certified
Massage Therapist.

—

tion does not come easily but

a Christian

included

761—7977

wholeness,

eventually we will be redeemed

I see this church as

being Christ—like,

redemption,

healing.

same is

true for the church.
"Now,

—. FULL BODY MASSAGE_
‘Guaranteed Rejuvenation For
The Body and Mind.

questions. The result of that will

outside the circle who needed

circle,"

GENTLE, RELAXING

a wealth of experience and we

became involved in the Gay and

his goal.

DISCOVER
THE JOY OF TOUCH

an individual‘s

Church against ordaining ho—
In

Sliding Scale Fees .

individual‘s spiritual traditions

withdrew his vow of celebacy
publicly

Midtown Counseling Center
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101
(901) 726—4586

not have an appropriate under—

received his Masters of Divin—

Religious

"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian
Life Issues"

Jesus Christ is vitally impor—

and

particularly

K. A. Moss, M.S.

you are loved. It‘s not psycho—
—

at 8 p.m.

to benefit Memphis

Pride.

HEAR
Rev. Jim Hawk
Founder of the
Stonewall Mission Church
in Nashville
Speaking on the founding of
f
his new, inclusive
worshipping community
8:00 PM

May 21

MGLCC

A Fundraiser for Memphis Pride, Inc.

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
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United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
An Open and Affirming Congregation.
Sunday School 10 AM Worship 11 AM

Prayer Hour for
People Living with AIDS
Thursdays — 5:30 — 6:30 p.m.
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Now Is Time To Tell

Mother The Truth

After I came out of my closet,
I did become very close with my
mother. My dad had already
passed away by that time. I did

by Ace Lundon
Syndicated Columnist
Well kiss ma‘ grits and butter
ma‘ buns! Are you really old

find out during those months that
enough to remember a few years
a mother—son relationship is
back when folks were saying we _ something very precious... even
were homosexuals because we for a son who isn‘t or wasn‘t a
were "Mama‘s boys?" Of course, "Mama‘s boy."
they never said that a Lesbian was
We had some wonderful talks
a "Daddy‘s girl..." but what did — this woman who provided me
with life. This woman who was a
_ they know!?
When one is afraid, they tend bonafide "born againer." This
to grab at straws. However, I woman who loved her first born.
thought a lot about it because I Her questions were nearly mer—
wasn‘t a "Mama‘s boy..." and I ciless at times as her love for her

him, just as a Lesbian daughter

known my dad in the same man—

would have, the most incredible
opportunity! Getting to really
know your choice of a maternal
genetic tie. I wish I could have

ner, but I was too slow in com—
ing—out.
The only thing you‘ll have to
wotk out ASAP if you‘re going
to truly communicate with
your motheris that you‘re
going to have to break an
old, well—developed habit.
The habit of telling lies.
We‘ve had to be if we
are closet dwellers.
When we exit our
closets one of the
first challenges we
really face is learn—
ing to tell the truth.
It‘s a good step to
let Mom be in top
spot to hear the
truth.
Guess what I‘m
really trying to say
is: your mother
might become your
best friend as well as

newly announced homosexual
son drove her to search for an—
swers. She was so sure she‘d
never see me in heaven now and
her pain was real and great.
Yes, my coming—out was a
very painful step for her as well.
It probably is for all mothers, even

.wasn‘t much of a "Daddy‘s boy"
either. I was a loner and didn‘t
want to get too close to either be—
cause I knew I was a homosexual.
I was safe in my closet at that
time; being truthful wasn‘t in my
vocabulary. I practiced to make
sure I wasn‘t like one of the lispy,
wispy, sissies they thought was
what a Homo was all about. See
what a domineering mother can
do to a child, they decried.

when they tell us it‘s OK that
we‘re Gay.
Now what‘s fascinating to me

your mother. She may not
realize it during the process

is that a Gay son now has facing
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of becoming, but she‘ll love it
when reality sets in.
Remember: it‘s a process; so
go with the flow, so to speak.
Don‘t expect it to occur over—
night. Part of the joy you‘ll expe—
rience during this process moves
forward. To watch and create the
picture you‘d like to see in your
relationship with Mom.
Now, in case you‘re saying
you‘d never be able to be intimate
with your truths to your mother.
Well, you want to remember
what "intimate" is. For nine
months you were inside her very
body.
For the next 15 or so years, she
not only saw every inch of your
physical body, she taught you
your A B Cs, she bathed your
wounds and lent a shoulder. And
you think you can‘t be intimate
with someone who already has
been more intimate than you‘ll
ever be able to be. She would love
to learn to know, even if it might
be fearful for her, just how her
child has "turned out" now that
you‘ve grown up. _
j
No matter what we call her —
Mother, Mom, Mama, Mommy
— we all have one. Even the
anonymous author who wrote:

(901) 276—0282

Sun., May 1

SUE BAILEY CONCERT

6:22 86m

Nashville Singer-Songwriter-Guitarist

+
Mon, May 2 WARRIOR MARKS FOLLOW—UP GROUP
discuss the issue offemale genital mutilation and
% 6p.m. Topossible
local organizing/consciousness—raising
« RIOT GIRLS MEETING .
Thurs., May 12
._ Support Group for young fminists
7:15 p.m.
Call for information
HERITAGE Tours
Tour of African—American historical sites in
Sun., May 15 Memphis, including a house which was part of
2—5 p.m. the Underground Railroad! Don‘t miss this
$15.00 opportunity! Bus will pick up and drop off at .
Meristem. Heritage Tours is a woman—owned
company
Call now to reserve your ticket!
Sun., May 15
WOMEN WRITERS
6 p.m.
SUPPORT GROUP
Fri., May 27
SISTAHS MEETING
6:30 p.m.
Call now for information on th
Gulf Coast Women‘s Festival, May 26—30!
We willbeposting a Rides Wanted/Riders Wantedlist forcarpools.
62a“ for schedule of Pride Month videos in May and Jane!)

Me Mudder
When me prayers were early said
Who tucked me in my widdle bed
And spanked my ass til it was
red?
5
§ Me Mudder.
Who lifted me from my cozy cot
And sat meon an ice cold pot
— And made me pee, if I could or
not?
Me Mudder.
And when the morning lights had
come
And in my bed, I dribbled some
Who whipped my tiny widdle
bun?
Me Mudder.
Who did my hair so neatly part
And pressed me gently to her
heart
And squeezed me sometimes til
I‘d fart?
Me Mudder!
Well that‘s it from the Poop
Sheet.
._ Mr.Lundon isformerMg. Edi—
tor of Zipper Magazine and The
Coast to Coat Times. His auto—
biographical legacy: The Clos—
ets Are Empty... The Dining
Room‘s Full is in hard cover by
Ponderosa Publishing House.
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Anti—Gay Initiative Fails To
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LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) — The two riv—
ers that define Idaho‘s only port city also shape
the concerns of its residents.
The Snake flowing toward the Columbia
and the Clearwater pouring past the Potlatch
timber mill embody Lewiston‘s lifeline to
commerce, recreation and economic survival.
The threat of a drawdown on the Snake —
the vast waterway that separates Lewiston
from its twin city across the Washington state
line — dominates conversation like the Pot—
latch mill dominates the landscape.
The anti—Gay initiative sponsored by the
Idaho Citizens Alliance still hovers upriver.
From Lewiston‘s downtown streets to a
millworkers‘ bar, many residents say they
. haven‘t heard of the initiative that would pre—
vent the state from granting civil rights pro—
tections based on sexual orientation. Their
common response when asked whether they
knew of the initiative: ~~
"The what?"
The one sponsored by the Idaho Citizens
Alliance.
"Who?"
That lack of knowledge might makethis
city of about 28,000 ripe for campaigning from
both sides of the initiative debate.
But what both camps have found is that
interest, once kindled, doesn‘t necessarily
translate into activism.
—— Neither the IdahoCitizens Alliance nor
opponents, Don‘t Sign On To Discrimination,
have formed a chapter here. Instead, both sides
rely on individuals to spread the word.
"Lewiston‘s been a black hole for me. It‘s
been a real struggle getting leadership," said
Alliance chairman Kelly Walton. "We‘ve had
a reasonable number of signatures, but noth—
ing stunning."
a map»
The Alliance last month turned in 58 sig—
natures to the Nez Perce County clerk. None
have been turned in since. Other signatures
may remain; signature—gatherers aren‘t re—
quired to surrender their petitions until July 8.
The group must obtain 32,061 signatures in
order to place the measure on the November
ballot.
Election statistics show that Lewistonians
traditionally vote Democrat. Only three Ré—
publican presidential candidates have carried
the county since 1932; Ronald Reagan, Rich—
ard Nixon and Dwight Eisenhower
But that doesn‘t mean opposition to the
— initiative will be any more concrete than sup—
port for the measure thus far, said Liz Brandt
of the Moscow group Latah/Nez Perce Voices
for Human Rights. The ‘L‘ word to describe
Lewiston Democrats isn‘t "liberal"; it‘s "labor."
"There‘s a difference," said Brandt,
whose group organized against the initia—
tive in February 1993. "This issue doesn‘t
speak to a lot of people in Lewiston. For
whatever reason, there are more economic
and environmental issues, like the draw—
down, taxes, salmon recovery. It‘s just not
their issue."
Brandt said she wasn‘t surprised the ini—
tiative groups haven‘t made headway in
Lewiston, a city where manufacturing em—
ploys more than 10%, and talk around town
focuses more on money, fishing and the riv—
ers than on civil rights and what initiative

supporters call "special rights."
Although many Lewistonians don‘t
know about the initiative, they do have
strong opinions about homosexuality.
At Campbell‘s Corner, a self—described
"workingman‘s bar" south of town, half a
mile from the Potlatch mill, a dozen men
cluster around the small bar at 3:30 p.m. It‘s
a slow rush, patrons explain, due to the
opening of turkey hunting season.
"I don‘t want my grandkids learning
about Gays. It‘s abnormal," booms Ralph
Rogers, a 10—year veteran of the tissue mill
at Potlatch. "I was pissed off when they took
religion and saluting the flag out of school.
I‘ll be damned if they bring this in. You
teach kids all these morals when they‘re at
home, then they go to school and learn
something different. No wonder you can‘t
get your kids to mind you."
While other patrons snicker agreement,
the bartender wipes up a spill and shakes
his head.
—
"I don‘t agree with the Gay lifestyle, but
in the same token, these people are just
folks," said J.R. Van Tassel, who has owned
Campbell‘s Corner for 13 years and keeps
a framed photo of Democratic Congressman
Larry LaRocco over the bar. "We should
treat people the same way. Sexual orienta—
tion is not a reason to prejudice people or .
give them advantage."
§
"It‘s like people get bored, and they need
a cause," added Bob Sims, who also works
at Potlatch."They need somebody to hate."
At Yo Espresso, Lewiston‘s only
espresso stand, Lewiston native Anne
Vassar fixes lattes for her clientele. She at—
tends Lewis—Clark State College.
"My best friend in high school wasa Gay
man. He was spit on, beaten, harassed. He
dropped out of school," she said. "If this
initiative passes, it‘ll just make that kind of
thing OK. The thing is, this initiative isn‘t
about homosexuality. It‘s a springboard to
other things."
Two blocks down, Sharon Buttenhoff
stopped washing windows at the Lewis—
Clark Center for Arts and History, to offer
her view on the initiative, which she says
simply prevents Gays from "gaining other
privileges."
"I just don‘t think Gays ought to have
special rights or privileges," she said. "I‘m
not crazy about Gay clubs at the colleges,
either."
Ron Wuestenberg, a Lewiston financial
planner, said he‘ d only "briefly read" about
the initiative but noted the similarities be—
tween it and Measure 9, an anti—Gay initia—
tive defeated in Oregon in 1992.
"I don‘t think it‘s necessary,"
Wuestenberg said. "I feel like they‘re try—
ing to impose their opinion here. I don‘t see
Gays as a problem."
But
like
many
Lewistonians,
Wuestenberg said he hadn‘t "really formu—
lated an opinion about it."
That‘s for later, he says, when he hears
more aboutit.
Meanwhile, Lewistonians likely will
look toward the rivers for political and eco—
nomic debate.
f
"An initiative, eh?" said Marion Kayler,
a retired farmer. "We‘ll have to watch out
for that."

—

books or other materials on homo—
sexuality.
Proponents of the measures say
they are seeking to stop Gays from
obtaining "special rights."
Asked to define "special rights,"
Mabon said: "That a wrong behav—
jor, such as homosexuality or cross—
dressing, would be (put) in the
minority classification. To me, that‘s
the epitome of being special."
Gays say they aren‘t seeking any—
thing special, merely protection from
discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation — which is not included
in the federal Civil Rights Act.
"I think it‘s going to be a tough
battle," said Robert Bray, Western
organizer for the National Lesbian
and Gay Task Force‘s "Fight the
Right" campaign.
Fresh off a 15—state organizing
tour, Bray said the "shock troopers"
of the religious right are exporting
these initiatives around the country.
"No community is safe," he said.
The seven states where ballot lan—
guage has been filed for the Novem—
ber elections are: Arizona, Idaho,
Michigan, Missouri, Nevada, Or—
egon and Washington. Other states
considered by.Gay leaders to be po—

tentlgltar‘gets are: California, Ohio,

/l€lahoma, Montana and Wyoming.
The current round of initiatives
grew out of a mixture of success and
< failure in 1992 when factionswithin
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Hawaii

Tourism

of Gay

Marriages

By Bruce Dunford
Associated Press Writer

HONOLULU (AP) — Joseph
Melillo and Pat Lagon have been
‘together for 16 years. They love each
other. They want to get married.
That desire has led to a legal and
political standoff that could have
wide—ranging implications: Should
Hawaii be the first state in the na—
tion to license same—sex marriages?
For Melillo, there‘s an obvious
answer.
"Marriage is to show your love
for each other," he says. "Same—sex.
couples love each other just as much
as opposite sex couples. We just
want the same rights as everyone
else — nothing more and nothing
:
less."
That doesn‘t sit well with many
members of the state Legislature, or
with a number of religious and fam—

concern for the health and well—be—
ing of future generations. That con—
cern is the basis for the state
regulating marriages and issuing li—
censes only to male—female couples,

Middle

Fight

ily groups.
f
One of the benefits of marriage,
says Bishop Francis X. DiLorenzo
of the Catholic Diocese of Honolulu,
"is that children are literally loved
into existence. Society protects the
true marital relationship and grants
it a certain status and benefits be—
cause it values the bearing and rais—
ing of children."
The issue has ramifications be—
yond Hawaii.
Because each state recognizes
marriages performed in another
state, opponents fear that same—sex
couples who got married in Hawaii
would be considered married every—
where else, too — though experts
say that would be unlikely.
And the potential impact on
Hawaii‘s tourist industry, the state‘s
economic lifeline, figures promi—
nently in the debate: Threats oftravel
boycotts have come from both mem—

bers of religious and family groups
and from Gay and Lesbian organi—
zations.
It all started in 1992 when Melillo
and Lagon and two Lesbian couples
were denied marriage licenses. They
filed a lawsuit, but a state judge re—
jected their arguments and dismissed
it.
The Hawaii Supreme Court ruled
last May, however, that the ban on
same—sex marriage is unconstitu—
tional on the basis of gender dis—
crimination, unless the state can
show a compelling reason for retain—
ing it.
:
The case isn‘t scheduled for trial
on the "compelling interest" issue
until April 1995, but lawmakers are
trying to head off a judicial decision
by devising a legislative resolution.
The state House of Representa—
tives passed a bill this session say—
ing the compelling interest is a

the bill said.
The bill does not change any ex—
isting rights, and arguments that it
makes procreation the state‘s policy
are false, House Judiciary chairman
Terrance Tom says.
"The bill does not denigrate
anyone‘s lifestyle," Tom says, "or
dictate to anyone how to live their
lives or who to love."
The Hawaii Equal Rights Mar—
riage Project, formed in the wake of

the court ruling, has vehemently
opposed Tom‘s bill.
"We believe that marriages and
families should be based on love,
commitment and dedication to the
happiness and well—being of our
loved ones, and not on our appear—
ance or our ability to bear children,"
group spokeswoman Maggie Tanis
said.
Kevin Kailey, president of the
International Gay Travel Associa—
tion, has warned that a tourism boy—
cott stemming from Colorado‘s
recent anti—homosexual referendum
would pale in comparison to what
could happen to Hawaii.

Cobb Pledges To Welcome
All During Olympics
MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) —Olym—
pics officials are keeping mum about
Cobb County‘s chances of hosting
the 1996 volleyball competition now
that the county has tried to soften its
condemnation of Gays.

Billy Payne, president of the At—
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Committee for
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Games, labeled as a good first step
the proclamation by.Cobb officials
Apr. 20 vowing not to discriminate
during the Olympics.
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give Cobb permission to host Olym—
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Off the

Beaten Track —
/ By Jackie Hyman
F
T
‘or the Associated Press
/
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
song titles are the first clue.
One can‘t imagine Rodgers and
merstein writinga tune called
"Four Jewsin a Room Bitching" or
"Marvin at thePsychiatrist: AThree—
Part Mini—Opera."
Not to mention "My Father‘s a
Homo."
§
As the Tony Award—winning
musical Falsettos unfolds the story
of a man who leaves his wife and
son for another man, it‘s clear to
audiences that they‘re not in Okla—
homa! any more. Or Kansas, either.
"Certainly the overriding factor
is that there‘s never really been any
musical that has dealt with the sub—
jects in this way, either homosexu—
ality or certainly not the AIDS
crisis," said Michael Rupert, who
was nominated for a Tony in the
leading role of Marvin.
"Itjust isn‘t a downer," he added.
— "The factis, a lot of the show is hys—
terically funny."
Falsettos, which won Tony
Awards for music, lyrics and musi—
cal, is running through July 3 at the
UCLA James A. Doolittle Theater
in Hollywood. .
William Finn wrote the music

es.

and lyrics and co—wrote the book
with James Lapine, who directed.
The show stars Rupert, Stephen
Bogardus, Chip Zien, Barbara
Walsh, Heather MacRae, Carolee
Carmello andSivan Cotel.
The first act is set in 1979 and
the secondin 1981. Falsettos com—

bines two short musicals, March of
the Falsettos, first produced in 1981,
and Falsettoland, from 1990. _
i
Rupert, Bogardus and Zienare
veterans of the previous versions.
"It‘s kind of been interesting be—
‘cause, God, in the last 13 years, since
I‘ve kept getting back to Marvin, it‘s
like you‘ve kind of been Marvin for
the last 13 years," Rupert said by
phone from his New York home.
"My attitudes and my feelings
have changed about the material and
just about life and people and how I
view people and relationships, so I
bring that to Marvin as well,"he said.
"Putting them (the two plays) to—
gether, it really started to take on this
incredible resonance for us in the
play and certainly for people who
came to see it," he said.
The first act focuses on Marvin,
his male lover, his wife and his son.
In the second act, the son prepares
for his bar mitzvah while the lover
falls ill with an as—yet—unidentified
disease that would later be called
acquired immune deficiency syn—
drome.
j
"It was so interesting to go back
after we did the two shows, to look
at that material knowing what we
know now," Rupert said. "The atti—
tudes were so different in ‘81. We
just didn‘t understand what was be—
ginning at that time."
He was 30 years old and appear—
ing in a Broadway show called
Shakespeare‘s Cabaret when direc—
tor Lapine spotted him and asked
him to audition for a workshop pro—
duction.
"I had to audition for Bill Finn,

who wrote it," he said. "Bill, I think,
kind ofgrudgingly gave me thejob.
Because I knowfor afact thatini—_
tiallyBilldidn‘t
likeme. . ..(but)
timately I think with myselfand with
Chip Zien and Stephen Bogardus, I
think that we all three became those
characters for Bill."
Despite so many appearances as
Marvin, Rupert said he has no prob—
lem keeping his performance fresh.
"It‘s relatively easy with this kind
of writing. Bill‘s writing, I think, is
verytalented and very rich," he said.
"The show also goes like a bat
out of hell. It‘s so fast and furious
that you almost don‘t have time to
be bored. You just have to keep up
with it."
A native of San Marino, near
Pasadena, Rupert has played roles
in television series including Cheers
and Alice. On Broadway, he re—
ceived a Tony nomination for The
Happy Time as well as appearing in
Pippin, City ofAngels and the 1986
Bob Fosse revival ofSweet Charity.
He also writes musical scores.
His works include Mail, which was
produced at the Pasadena Playhouse
and ran briefly on Broadway, and 3
Guys Naked From the Waist Down
an Off—Broadway production that
received a Drama Desk nomination
for best score.
Rupert is currently worklng on a
musical called Strange Vacation,
about two college friends on vaca—
tion in New York. Book and lyrics
are by Allan Heinberg.
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Village People Hit Gets the Boot

PITTSBURGH (AP) ——For
most of the hockey season. at
Pittsburgh‘s Civic Arena, disco was
king.
Pittsburgh Penguins music coor—
dinator Jamie Belo this season added
the Village People‘s 1978 hit
"YMCA" to the songs that are
played during breaks in the action.
Fans jumped up and down and
spelled out Y—M—C—A withtheir
arms.
But in late March, two male fans
held up a sign saylng, "Real hockey
fans know: Gay music‘s gotta go."
«People started booing when I
played the song again," Belo said.
"You don‘t have to have too many
people booing for it to be loud."

The song quickly got the boot.
"We don‘t play music so that the
hockey game is distracted, so that the
players notice," Belo said. "I
wouldn‘t take away from the game. > —
But it‘s a shame." .
Belo added the song after hear—
ing it in the movie Wayne‘s World
2. It also has been played in hockey
arenas in Montréal, Detroit and Chi—
cago. .
The Vlllage People, who had

million—selling hits in the late 1970s,
were known for performing in the
costumes of a sailor, police officer,
cowboy, biker, indian and construc—
tion worker.
Other hits included "Macho
Man" and "In the Navy."
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Memphis BIG I§ BETTER: 24 yr old
seeks GMs, 18—30, heavy A+. Call
~ for home number. #25705

Batesville FRAT PRES. HAS
PROOF: 23 yr old black hair and
grn eyes seeks to exchange amateur
videos. Mine star me and my frat
bros. #223655

. Memphis JET—SET; Cosmopolitan
mase top. GWM, fit, intelligent seeks
a mase BTM for relationship. #26503

Clarksville STUD ROMP: 35 yr old,
62", 220. Big hry guy seeks other
mase studs to romp with. #24150

~ Nashville JUST STARTING?: 23 yr
old BiWM, clean and discreet, 6‘,
150. Into movies and C&W.
—
Inexperienced and seeking same, 18—
25. 221655

Fort Smith FULLY LOADED: 25 yr
old GBM, 62", 160. Into art, music,
dancing and am seeking a friend for
a possible relationship. #224166

. TN READY FOR THE REAL
THING: | am tired of dreaming
about it (so‘s my hand). I need a firm
but gentle top to make it all happen. I
am 40, 511", 145, outdoors type.
#24197
TN SMOOTH/TRIM: 28 yr old —
WM, 56", 150 and athletic. Smooth
guy seeks others, 18—22. Built is A+.
234918
TN WHAT WOULD YOU GIVE
ME?: My B—day is coming up. 29 yr
old GWM, 510", 145. Seeking a
GWM, 25—45. | am into movies,
dancing andpoetry, whips, chains,
Annie Lennox and more. #24994

Knoxville ROD CASTING: 35 yr old
WM, blonde and blue. Into camping,
the outdoors, hiking and fishing.
Hoping to build a relationship with a
guy, 33—40. #23441
Memphis BRONZED: 6‘3", 190,
dark guy with a good tan is ready for
your call anytime. #23370
Knoxville DOWN HOME: 41 yr old
down home white male conservative.
Into the Smoky mins and classical
music. #19379

TN GLORY BE: 23 year old guy is
into history music and seeking a
Christian mate. #18622
TN BIG HAIRY HOUND DOG:|
am 32 call me. I am ready to howl.
#18925
TN LOTS OF OPTIONS: WM, very
sub, seeks dom men. Blk a specialty. I
am into lthr, kink and phone fun. Call
for my home number. #1638
TN BIG AND IN CONTROL: dom
41 yr old male. 6‘4", 300, seeking
subs for get—togethers. I am clean,
discreet and health conscious. Call
me at home. #19299

‘TN CARE TO DOMINATE?: 29 yr
old hot hairy handsome btm seeks
carefree domination. #225821
TN SINGLE AGAIN: 6‘2", 200, blk
male, very attractive. Into singing,
quiet evenings at home, going out.
Seeking blk males 25+. #226184
( INSTRUCTIONS: \
To Place Your FREE Printed Ad With
VoiceMail, Call 1—800—546—MENN
To Respond or Browse Personals
CALL THE 900 # SHOWN, THEN:

_

PRESS: 1. Free Personal Ad With
. Voice Mailbox.
PRESS: 2. Hear Latest Personals
Sorted By Area Code
PRESS: 3. ‘Respond To A Specific
Printed Ad Shown Here.
PRESS: 4. Instructions & Tips >
PRESS: 0. To Talk LIVE!
PRESS: #. To Pick Up Messages
In Your Mailboxes.

For Customer Service Assistance:
\
415—281—3183. 24 Hrs.
/

_

Memphis, STRAIGHT WM;: 32,
above avg. looks, lookin? to expand

my horizons, leave msg i you can
assist. #4724
Nashville, BLOND: 40, 6‘, 170lbs, —
nice build, love talking on the phone!
Looking forward to hearing from
anybody, call anytime. 27226

Hot Springs WHERE ARE THE
BABES?: Just moved and am having
trouble meeting géod—looking guys. I
am 510", 165. Sick of mind games.
#24956
:

Memphis RING MY BELL: 6‘, 33, —
180. Into outdoor sports and music.
Call me at home. #20811

TN NOTHING RISKY: 24 yr old
Bi—WM, brn/blu. I am clean and
discreet and expect same. 221655

FtLeonardwood, TANNED/ CLEAN
SHAVEN: 28 y/o, 510, 155lbs,
goodlkg, bitm w/short blondish hair,
tanned, w/green eyes, currently in
grad. schocﬁ, new to area., like
music, sports, #6893

St. Louis, BLACK MEN ONLY: 30
y/o, bm, 5‘ 7, 155lbs, enjoy movies,
music, & art, seeks mase. acting bm,
to men only 25—65, big & uniformed
A+, 22003

901 Area, COLLEGE STUDENT,
5‘10, 150lbs, lookin for anyone to
hang out with, #6588
BIGGER IS BETTER: 6‘3, 230lbs,
blond, brw eyes, interested in eqpd
man, thin, call if you fit the description
& want to get together. #25979
Knoxville, SWELL GUY: 24, looking
for nice guys to meet, #24001
:

FEATURES...
* HOME NUMBERS x TALK LIVE
* ALL LIFESTYLES * LATEST ADS
FIRST x FREE MESSAGE CHECK
* FREE AD PLACEMENT
* DISCREET CALL BACK SERVICE
* CONFIDENTIAL
* SORTED BY AREA CODE

Knoxville, OPEN TO ANYTHING:
(just about) Vers., 24, brw hair, blue
eyes, desires close encounters
w/adventuresome type. #4001
VERS. BM, 29, v. attrac., intelligent,
interested in friendship. (prefer 2B
DADDY WHERE ARE YOU? 25,
— btm) #6469
57, 1 30lbs, btim, long blond hair,
LET‘S GET STARTED: 27 year old. seeking dom. daddy Ex fun times.
Tennessee, BLACK TRACK"‘IN: 26,
I am mixed race and seek a nice
#3155
BM, fun to be with, enjoy swimming,
white guy for friendship. #216382
hiking, seeks BM, 24—28 for close
HERE‘S LOOK‘N AT YOU: 27
encounters. #3415
ROCK JOCKS: 25 year old guy
y/o, blond, blue, love dancing,
seeks rockers, surfers and jocks up to partying & quiet times at home,
Knoxville, MASC:—MEN‘S.CLUB—
24. Tp guys only. #16829
seeking guy 25—38, dark hair A+, if
FORMING: Justwonna meet other
you like to have fun we should get
mase. guys? Call for details. #5752
GET OUT THE DENIM: 27 year
together. #3138
old is into a one on one with a guy
Memphis, MOVING TO
his age. Blue jeans and flannels A+.
19 YR OLD BLOND: w/ blue eyes, MEMPHIS: BM, 18, call anytime for —
216929
6‘, 185lbs, into sports, looking to
my number in charleston, se, as |
soon would like to
MUST BE CARING:25yea = meetsomeonenew.#7936... moving real
ear
from
you.
#3473 _
into hiking, biking and good
ATTRACTIVE: gwm, 39, looking to
conversation. Seeking mod. athletic
party with bingear types, age
MANHANDlEkzlg. adventurous j
guys who care about others. #217088 unimportant, beards, tattoos a
WM, 32, 6‘8, 230lbs, give me a ca
definitely plus. 26321
if you‘re alsoon‘t
ide. #24354 —
Chattanooga YOU MET HIM
HERE: 28 yr old blk male, 511",
185 and smooth. I am seeking a
mase male of any race. #11815
Memphis HOUSECALL: 40 YO~~
Physician is just getting back into the
swing. I like the theater and classical
21 YR OLD BUSINESS STUDENT:
6‘, 220lbs, football player‘s built,
italian, dark hair, enjoy quiet evenings
with mase. man under 25 who‘s
looking for a rel. #22476

o

Cones

MANFINDER *"" PERSONALS

~ music. #1326

TN WHAT THE WIFE WON‘T
DO: 6‘1", BLONDE Seeking men to
explore my fantasies. I am married.
#20102 —

Nashville WHAT‘S ALL THE HOOP—
LA?; Curious white male. Please call
me at home and let‘s talk. #13277
~TN TPGUN: 45 yr old daddy seeks
TN TOP SHELF: All—around good
a yng sub. #11500
guy, professional, 21, med build,
TN ARE YOU THERE?: | am
seeks a good person to enjoy quality
looking for other guys in this area. I
evenings with. 220701
_
am 35 and vry discreet. #12618
TN ALL AROUND PAL: SWM, 26,
TN DREAM MAN: 28 year old guy —
5‘8", 160. Hard/hry professional
is attractive and outgoing. Call me
seeks a buddy. #218051
®
and pls be discreet. #14069
TNBREAK ME IN: WM, 34, :
TN CLASSROOM ETIQUETTE: Bi——
510", 180. | am new to this and
black male seeking someone to teach
seeking a WM 30—40 YO. #220982
me a few things. #14718
TN HEY,
32 yr old, fol
CALLING ALL COPS: Total
beard, stache. Into workouts and
discretion assured. Please call. State
hairy men. Bearsand Ithr A+.
troopers A+. #3113
#20998
Mhemphis, HEY JOCKS: handsome
BIRTHDAY SUIT: GWM, 40, 56",
25, 510, 165lbs, jock type, (like tall
160 seeks a caring and honest guy.
smooth jock types) enjoy backgubs
Hairy A+. I am into getting back to
too, hoping you call. = 8591
nature. #15326
901 area code, PAINT IT BLACK:
ALL—AROUND GOOD GUY:
28 y/o, lonely interested in bm for
Easy—going outdoorsy type seeks 20—
dating. # 8343
30 year oFds for great times. #216418

PLACE YOUR FREE PERSONAL AD!

TO RESPOND TO THESE ADS AND 1,000‘s MORE CALL:
Ls
TOUCH—TOh

—GAYS |
IRED. OV

1—800—5 46—MENN

3. STILL ONLY S] QQW‘r‘lIH
(6366)

